CANADIAN SUPERBILT SHUTTERS AND BLINDS
Providing smart motorized Window Coverings from Hunter Douglas, Altex/SunProject
Provider of Hardwood Flooring. Visit our Showroom at 1571 The Queensway, Etobicoke, Ontario

Beautifying homes one window at a time through light control and energy efficiency.

John Persaud, CEO

B: (416) 201-0109 • C: (416) 239 2863 • sales@superbilt.com • www.superbilt.com
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Students get more rapid antigen tests
Ontario keeping schools, childcare settings open & safe
Toronto — Ontario is improving access to antigen screening, and is based on advice from
local targeted Covid-19 rapid antigen screen- Public Health Ontario, the Ontario Coviding by making it available for students through 19 Science Advisory Table, and Ontario’s
participating public health units where risk of Testing Strategy Expert Panel, and is focused
on screening of children in public health units
transmission is high.
By expanding access to rapid antigen with the highest risk of transmission.
Routine rapid antigen
screening, the Ontario governscreening of fully vaccinated
ment is helping to keep schools
individuals and children is not
and licensed childcare settings
currently recommended given
open and safe for children and
the effectiveness of the Covidstudents.
19 vaccines, as well as the
However, the Ontario NDP
risks posed to the disruption
has criticised the government’s
of learning as a result of false
move, saying it has come too
positives.
late.
“By improving ventilation in
The government’s program
Ontario schools and taking furwill support access to voluntary,
Stephen Lecce
ther action through the introrapid asymptomatic screening
for unvaccinated children and students. This duction of a targeted rapid antigen screening
will help identify and prevent transmission program, we are helping to keep schools safer
in schools and licensed childcare settings, as and open,” said Stephen Lecce, Minister of
identified by local medical officers of health Education.
Lecce added, “We are following updated
based on local epidemiological circumstances.
This school-based program is in keeping advice from the Chief Medical Officer of
See Page 12: Ontario
with current provincial guidance for rapid

www.omesh.com

6640 Finch Ave West

416-825-1219

www.omesh.com

Ganesh Chaturthi
celebrations were held
throughout the world
last month, and here in
Toronto, and across the
border in New York. In
Toronto, the auspicious
event was celebrated
by the Hindu Federation
on September 18 at the
Alex Robertson Park
in Pickering, and saw
participation from many
mandirs across the GTA.
A similar celebration
was also held in NY by
the Grace of Divine, Sai
Gurukula, under the
leadership of Pandit
Shekhar Persaud. The
event took place at the
Arya Spiritual Center
Ground in Jamaica, NY.
In the composite photo,
above, NY members of
Grace of Divine Gurukul
sing praises to the Lord;
and below, devotees in
Pickering stand at the
edge of Lake Ontario
looking on as the murtis
are immersed in the
water. Stories on both
events are on Page 3 &
Page 15.
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Ali’s Roti Shop
1446 Queen St. W.
Close Ave
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Lansdowne

Open 7 Days from 10 am to 10 pm
N

Two eminences shone last month when Suriname’s
President Chan Santokhi (left), & Indo-Caribbean
World’s erudite correspondent, Dr Dhanpaul Narine,
met in New York. See Page 15 for Narine’s report on
the warm welcome that President Santokhi received.

INSURANCE
Paul Ram
Life & Investment Broker

MONEY FREEDOM INC.

Also offered: *Non Medical & Mortgage
Insurance *No Load Funds *No Penalty RESP
*Critical Illness *Universal Life *Dental &
Drug Plans *Disability. (E&O)
Companies represented: Assumption, Blue
Cross, BMO, Canada, CPP, Empire, Equitable,
Foresters, Industrial Alliance, ivari, Manulife,
RBC, Sunlife.

ALI’S ROTI
* Eat In or Take Out * We also Cater

Specialising in West Indian Dishes - Trinidad Style Cooking

Instant quote online: www.moneyfreedom.ca
1.866.PAULRAM Tel: 416.414.2204

1446 Queen St. W. Toronto
(1/2 Block East of Lansdowne,
North side, W. of Dufferin)
Only HALAL Meat Served

Tel: 416-532-7701

Advance Selling System
•
•
•
•
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•
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House matching services
Mass email to prospective Buyers
Targeted Social Media Advertising
3-D virtual tours
Floor plans
Live streaming
Electronic Signature
We take all precautions
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Power Sale
Lovely home situated on a large pie-shaped lot in
a quiet court. Features include a single car garage,
open concept living & dining room, upgraded
kitchen with granite counter. Quick closing.

S

S

O

LD

$769,000

$729,900

$849,000
Luxury Townhome
Spacious townhome with internal access from
garage, fenced lot, open concept main floor with
LED potlights, spacious kitchen with quartz counter,
master with full ensuite & walk-in closet. Basement
is almost finished. Call today.

$739,900

Prescription For Pleasure

Charm With Economy

Perfect for growing family! 4 + 1 bdrms, 4 baths,
main flr grand foyer w/ glass railings, 2 living
spaces, formal dining, chefs kitchen w/ mostly smrt
apps incl., 2nd flr mstr bdrm w/ ensuite, 3 more
bdrms & full bath. Bsmt fully fin! Home fully reno.
& ready for new owners. Immediate possession.

Immaculate family home on corner lot. Built 2016
with 4+3 Bedrooms, 4 bathrooms & over 2400 sq
ft living space. Main level offers 9 ft ceilings, bright
living room with natural gas fireplace, open to
spacious kitchen with walk-in pantry, eat-in dining
& 8 ft patio doors leading to fenced backyard.

$749,900
Fine Living

Quality, attn to detail in custom-built home. Sits
on beaut. landscaped 1 acre lot. Radiant in-floor
heating throughout, winterised solarium, soundproofed den/kids‘ room, extra-large laundry/
utililty room. Spacious 4 bdrms. Large sep. wrkshp
1,000+ sq ft w/ radiant heating, 200 amp service,
12'X14' door & wshrm. Set up for overhead crane.

$789,000

$779,900
An Everything Home

5 years yng det. hme, 4 bdrm 3 wshrms, all brick
elev., 2 stry hme w/ dble car gar. Walk to Niagara
Falls & Thundering Waters golf. Fins incl. wide
plank eng. hdwd flrs on main level, neutral berber
crpt 2nd flr. Mn flr open con., eleg. ktcn. w/ granite c/top, b/spls, islnd, beaut. light fixtures & pot.

$799,900

A Lasting Impression

Accent Of Details

Newly updated 4+1 bdrms w/ lge open concept
entertaining area w/ cozy wood burning F/P in
fam. room. Gourmet ktchn w/ soft close hrdware,
quartz counters w/ waterfall feature. Wet bar area.
All new high-end apps incl! New hrdwd on main
& 2nd floor. All new ext. windows & patio door.

New home backs onto greenspace. Very bright
& cheerful w/ tons of windows throughout. Large
main floor ktch living space w/ all brand new ss
appl. 4 large bedrooms. Upstairs & laundry closet
w/ new washer & dryer. Primary bedroom has
walk-in closet, & spacious 5 piece ensuite.
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DENTISTRY
DR. NAR DALJEET
DR. NIKHIL DALJEET
Ask us about our:

• Dental Implants (from
start to finish)

• Invisalign (Misaligned
Teeth)
• Snore Guard

DENTAL EMERGENCIES
ALWAYS WELCOME
Servicing our community for over 30 years.

Now two locations to serve you better
2942 Finch Avenue East, Scarborough, Ontario
(At Victoria Park) Village Square Plaza (Ground Floor)

416-492-3077 • www.tddental.ca
Second Office Location:

SmileVille Dental

86 Ringwood Dr, Unit 23, Stouffville, ON L4A 1C3

Tel: 905-640-4600 • www.smilevilledental.ca

In composite photo, devotees at the Hindu Federation’s Ganesh Chaturthi celebration (above) taking the
murthis for immersion (below) into Lake Ontario in Pickering

Hindu Federation celebrates Ganesh Chaturthi

T

he Hindu Federation celebrated Ganesh Visarjan on
September 18 at the Alex Robertson Park in Pickering,
Ontario. Similar to last year, planning for the event in
light of the Covid-19 pandemic meant strictly adhering to the
stringent guidelines established by the government of Ontario,
and which was approved by the City of Pickering.
The following Hindu Federation member temples participated in the event: Rameshwar Mandir; Maha Rudra Dev Mandir;
Mississauga Ram Mandir; Vishnu Mandir; Vaisno Devi Temple;
Datta Yoga Centre; Devi Mandir; and Laxmi Narayan Mandir.
Devotees from Jai Durga Mandir and Sankat Mochan Hanuman
Mandir were also in attendance.

Approximately 120 devotees attended the celebrations. Two
groups were formed to remain compliant with the limit of 100
persons for an outdoor event as established by the Ontario
government. Strict protocols were followed with respect to
screening, sanitisation, wearing of masks, and social distancing, as devotees entered the ceremony area to perform puja.
Each group then proceeded to the lake for the immersion of
the murthis.
This event was the success that it was, despite the current
pandemic, due to the perseverance of the participating member
temples, and the hard work of many volunteers, in meeting the
very stringent requirements of the City of Pickering.

Upcoming DJ Brendan sets out on a musical journey

Toronto – Caribbean youths in the diaspora are in for a Soca is in the blood.”
musical treat from a 14-year-old Grade 9 student, and aspiring
Brendan has had the opportunity to play and receive guiddisc jockey, DJ Brendan. He has set out on a project to utilise his ance from some of the top DJs in Toronto.
blossoming craft to promote the Caribbean culture that he loves.
“This summer I had the opportunity to play with DJ Shy
Embarking on this musical jourand Junya Menace at the Twillight
ney, DJ Brendan will be promoting
Restaurant in Scarborough. Shy taught
Caribbean music through a mix tape
me a lot about music and the equipseries that targets high school students
ment. He is a great teacher and influin the GTA. The mix tape series will
ence. Through this opportunity, I met
feature three mixes per year, and will
many great people.”
run during DJ Brendan’s four years
Brendan also listens to other top
of high school. It will feature positive
DJs, such as DJ Puffy, DJ Kevin, and
Soca music from the Caribbean.
Dr Jay.
Said Brendan: “Soca music is a very
“Dr Jay and Soca Therapy have been
positive music. It is not just jump and
a staple in our house since I was a
wave. Many people in my generation
baby. There are many other entertainlike Trap music and gravitate towards
ers that have influenced me as well:
that. I want to do my part in teaching
Earl LaPierre, the steel pannist, has
them about Soca too. It is important
had me on online events for children,
that we know about the music from
and has invited me to play at IslandMix
the lands that our parents and grandrestaurant many times. I am grateful to
parents came from.”
them all, and look forward to continuDJ Brendan
Additionally, “Soca music has
ing to learn from them,” he said.
always played in my house. My family has been involved in the
The name of DJ Brendan’s Soca mixtape series is under wraps
production of mas’ bands in Trinidad for decades. It started in for now. However, it is set to launch by Thanksgiving weekend.
San Fernando with South Connection, Mas’ Trinidad, and cur- Follow @DJBrendantoronto on all social media platforms to get
rently Trini Revelers. My uncle is a steel pannist here in Toronto. notified when the mix is released.

Vaughan needs public input in shaping the city’s official plan
Vaughan – What kind of city do you want Vaughan to be in
30 years? How would you like to get around the city? What does
a complete community look like to you? How can Vaughan be
more sustainable?
On October 13 at 7 pm, a virtual public meeting will be held
to explore these topics, share information, and gather input to
help shape the updated Vaughan Official Plan.
Public input will help the City identify needs, outline priorities, and draft the updated Vaughan Official Plan. While
Vaughan City Hall remains closed to the public in response to
Covid-19, members of the public can participate in this virtual
public meeting by speaking live via teleconference to Members
of Council during the meeting. To pre-register to speak at the
public meeting, send a completed Request to Speak form (PDF)

3

to clerks@vaughan.ca, or call Access Vaughan at 905-832-2281.
Participants will be provided instructions on how to connect
to the meeting. A test will be held before the meeting to allow
participants to assess their connection and software. You can
also connect through a computer, smartphone, or tablet.
Members of the public can also speak live from a telephone
(regular landline or cellphone) during the meeting. To preregister to speak, please contact the Office of the City Clerk at
clerks@vaughan.ca, or call Access Vaughan at 905-832-2281.
A written communication for review by Members of Council
as part of an agenda item could also be submitted. All written
communications can be emailed to the Office of the City Clerk
at clerks@vaughan.ca. All speaker requests and written submissions must be received by noon on October 12.

VEDIC BOOKS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complete set of the Vedas
The Upanishads
Bhagavad Gita
Ramayan
Philosophy of Vedas
Vedic Thoughts
Vedic Vision - Sanskar Vidhi
Quest - The Vedic Answers
Vedic Marriage Ceremony
Introduction to the Commentary
on the Vedas
• Life & Teachings of Swami Dayanand
• Light of Truth
• Wisdom of the Rishies
• Gems of Vedic Wisdom
• Anand Gayatri Katha
• Daily Prayer
• Vedic Philosophy
• Whose Wealth?
• Mahabharata
... and many more

Call AVM Bookstore
416-805-2685 or 905-824-2685
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Federal election results reveal
visible minorities, immigrants
choosing candidates of colour
By Fabian Dawson
oters in ridings heavily populated by new immigrants
and visible minorities overwhelmingly chose candidates of colour to represent them in the next Canadian
Parliament.
Early analysis of the September 20 election results by New
Canadian Media showed in 19 of the 23 ridings where one
visible minority group is dominant, either returned, or elected
MPs whose cultural heritage and origins reflected that of the
majority of voters in their area.
In Ontario’s Brampton area, which has the largest South
Asian population in the country, all four federal ridings went to
the Liberal Party of Canada, which is now set to form a minority government.
Brampton Centre went to
Liberal incumbent Shafqat Ali,
who won 46 percent of the vote
in the tightest race in the city,
beating out Conservative candidate Jagdeep Singh.
Liberal MP Maninder Sidhu
held onto his Brampton East
seat, Liberal MP Ruby Sahota
was re-elected for the third
time in Brampton North, while
Brampton West was retained by
Liberal Kamal Khera.
Shafqat Ali
In BC’s Surrey-Newton riding, home to about 60,000 people where more than 60 percent
are South Asian New Canadians, all five candidates for the seat
have South Asian heritage.
Liberal incumbent Sukh Dhaliwal beat out Conservative
Syed Mohsin, New Democrat Avneet Johal, Pamela Singh of
the People’s Party of Canada, and Independent Parveer Hundal.
Except for Dhaliwal, all the others were first-time candidates for this 30 km-squared riding, among the most diverse
in Canada.
Markham Unionville in Ontario and Richmond Centre in
BC are listed by Statistics Canada as having the biggest ChineseCanadian voting blocs.
Liberal Paul Chiang, a former
York Regional Police Sergeant,
born in Karachi, Pakistan
of Chinese parentage, took
Markham Unionville. His ability
to speak Mandarin, Cantonese,
Hubei, Hakka, Urdu, Hindi, and
Punjabi allowed him to help
forge strong connections with
Markham-Unionville’s diverse
communities.
The Richmond Centre riding, which has the second
Paul Chiang
highest population of ChineseCanadians, has recorded some of the lowest voter turnout in
British Columbia over the past decade.
Liberals Wilson Miao, who immigrated from Hong Kong as
a child, beat Conservative candidate Alice Wong, who was running for re-election.
In Alberta’s Calgary Skyview, another area with a heavy
new immigrant population, Liberal candidate George Chahal
defeated Conservative Jag Sahota.
More than 40 of 338 federal ridings in Parliament have populations where visible minorities are the largest voting bloc.
Elections Canada and Statistics Canada records show that
compared with established immigrants (those who have lived
in the country for ten years or more) and non-immigrants, new
Canadians (those who have immigrated to Canada in the previous 10 years) were less likely to vote in general elections.
Many reasons have been put forward to explain this choice
to not vote, including the lack of democratic traditions in some
regions of the world, the lack of trust in institutions, or differences in political culture. Immigrants from Eastern Europe and
East Asia had the lowest voter turnout rates.
Andrew Griffith, a fellow of the Canadian Global Affairs
Institute and the Environics Institute, said polling data suggests
that New Canadians of South Asian heritage have a general
tendency to vote Liberals or NDP, while the Conservatives have
fairly strong support from Chinese-Canadians.
He agreed that candidates who can address issues pertaining
to the homelands of New Canadians will resonate better with
ethnic communities.
“Political parties have always taken demographic realities
into account when selecting candidates,” he said.
(New Canadian Media)

V
Kids Help Phone’s President and CEO, Katherine Hay
(right), accepts a $25,000 cheque from the Andre De
Grasse Family Foundation

Andre De Grasse and students from the Father
Michael McGivney Academy. (Photos: CNW Group/
Kids Help Phone)

Markham – In addition to raising awareness on the importance of physical activity for young people during the Covid-19
pandemic, the RACE WITH ME! Virtual Challenge also raised
money for Kids Help Phone. It was an eight-week event that
finished in June 2021, CNW reported last month.
Olympic 200 metres champion Andre De Grasse also presented a cheque on behalf of the Andre De Grasse Family
Foundation for a $25,000 donation to Kids Help Phone during
an event at Father Michael McGivney Academy in Markham
held last month.
The challenge was officially launched earlier this year at the
beginning of May, and was sparked by the energy and enthusiasm of 14-year-old Jesse Briscoe of Montreal, Quebec, and
inspired by sprinter Andre De Grasse’s commitment to youth
in Canada.
“Finding a way to inspire Canadians to get back on track and
to connect with youth in Canada was of huge importance to me.
I believe in the power of reciprocal inspiration, which is what
I experience through all the people who participated,” said De
Grasse. He is a six-time Olympic medallist.
He added, “Supporting Kids Help Phone, and all they do to
help Canadian kids was an amazing way to highlight the importance of both the physical and mental health of young people.”
Briscoe’s motivation in coming up with the challenge was
fuelled by his frustration at the cancellation of his sports clubs.
Also, he was growing tired of sitting and playing video games all
day. Consequently, he teamed up with his dad and siblings to do
something about it.
He was inspired by the incredible track performance of De
Grasse, and his mission to inspire young people to get moving.
Briscoe contacted De Grasse’s management team, and the RACE
WITH ME! Virtual Challenge was created.
Said Briscoe: “The RACE WITH ME! Virtual Challenge not
only inspired me to run track, but helped me to see that I was
not alone in my frustration. The fact that thousands of participants became involved in a challenge that I came up with is awesome, and won’t be something I forget anytime soon!"
Named after De Grasse’s motivational picture book, RACE
WITH ME!, the virtual challenge was an invitation to people
across Canada to join the race to get active after a year of restrictions, and to combat the devastating impact of Covid-19 on
physical and mental health.
More than 3,000 participants from Halifax to Whitehorse,
Yukon took part in the RACE WITH ME! Virtual Challenge
from ages one to 82 years old. More than 30,000 students from
750 schools were part of the special #OlympicDay webcast with
De Grasse and Briscoe on June 23, 2021.
Covid-19 has had a serious impact on the physical and

mental health of youth in Canada. In 2020, Kids Help Phone
supported young people coast to coast to coast through 4.6
million connections via phone, text, live chat, and self-directed
resources – more than double the previous year.
“There is no vaccine for mental health, and back-toschool anxiety continues to impact youth across Canada,” said
Katherine Hay, President and CEO of Kids Help Phone.
She added, “The awareness, funding, and inspiration that
Andre De Grasse and his foundation have shown will continue
to drive our innovations as we deliver transformative e-mental
health solutions for youth across the nation.”
Participants registered for free for the eight-week challenge,
and were encouraged to upload videos and race times to https://
raceroster.com/47354, an interactive website showcasing leaderboards, along with fun, inspiring content, and prizes.
There were donations from individuals, businesses, and
organisations to help support youth mental health charities,
such as Kids Help Phone, through the Andre De Grasse Family
Foundation.
As the only 24/7 bilingual and national e-mental health service in Canada, Kids Help Phone offers professional counselling
support and a variety of resources to help youth in any moment
of need. Through the new Gateway website, (kidshelpphone.
ca) young people can access the type of the support they need,
when, and how they need it.
Through the generous donations of communities, supporters
and their partners, Kids Help Phone ensures all services are free,
and that young people across Canada are never alone.
The result of the RACE WITH ME! Virtual Challenge was
an opportunity for Canadians to connect with each other and
Andre De Grasse. Across the country, there was spirit building
through physical activity, while supporting mental health with
thousands of youth in Canada participating.
Andre De Grasse has captured six Olympic medals in two
Games including Gold in the 200 metres at the Tokyo 2020
Summer Games. He has also captured a total of four medals representing Canada at the 2015 and 2019 World Championships,
and two gold medals at the 2015 Pan American Games.
Off the track, De Grasse is a proud father raising two
daughters and a stepson with his partner Nia Ali, who is the
reigning World Champion in the women’s 100-metre hurdles,
and an Olympic Silver medallist. They met at the University of
Southern California and live and train together in Jacksonville,
Fla.
In addition to his responsibility as a family man, De Grasse
seeks to inspire and empower youth through the work of the
Andre De Grasse Family Foundation, and as an author of children’s books. (CNW)

De Grasse connects with Kids Help Phone

Ontario govt improves access to mental health services

Toronto – The Ontario government is investing over $34.6
Once completed, the newly renovated space will include
million to support upgrades and the addition of new facilities at dedicated family visitation areas in the inpatient units, enclosed
the Centre for Addiction and Mental Health. The move is being outdoor areas to support recovery, outpatient services, security
made by the government in order to continue providing high- and building support services.
quality care, and to better address the unique
The redevelopment of CAMH’s forensic menmental health needs of patients.
tal health program is the fourth and final part
“Investing in projects like the redevelopment
of the hospital’s broader redevelopment project.
of CAMH’s forensic mental health unit is one
This new funding brings the province’s total
more way our government is delivering on our
investment in the project to over $37 million.
commitment to build a comprehensive mental
“Since the release of Roadmap to Wellness last
health and addictions system for all Ontarians,”
year, our top priority has been to continue maksaid Christine Elliott, Deputy Premier and
ing critical investments that will fill urgent gaps
Minister of Health.
in mental health and addictions care, and ensure
She added, “This investment will give patients
that Ontario’s most vulnerable populations have
access to high-quality care and services that
targeted and reliable access to the support they
meets their unique needs in a safe, recoveryneed,” said Michael Tibollo, Associate Minister
oriented environment.”
of Mental Health and Addictions.
Christine Elliot
CAMH’s forensic mental health program curHe noted, “The redevelopment of CAMH’s
rently operates out of an old, institutional building that was not forensic mental health program will ensure that individuals
built for modern concepts of forensic health care. The expan- who need emergency mental health support receive the most
sion includes upgrades to the existing forensic services facility, appropriate care, in a specialised setting where they are fully
and additional indoor and outdoor support spaces.
supported.”
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McMaster University’s Deen receives prestigious AUNSTO appointment
Toronto – Distinguished McMaster University Professor Dr
Jamal Deen has been named among 53 prestigious international
scholars who have been appointed to the Academy of the United
Nations Science and Technology Organisation.
AUNSTO is an academic wing to the United Nations Sciences
and Technology Organisation, the group’s website notes.
Its intention is to unite worldwide scientific and technological talents, and to explore revolutionary scientific and technological issues.
According to the website, the group’s objectives are to establish a global talent pool that highlights the leading talents and
backbones emerging in global scientific and technological innovation, build a high-end talent platform to show scientific and
technological innovation, serve industrial improvement, and
make positive efforts for serving humankind.
AUNSTO is a non-profit public organisation, voluntarily
consisting of talented researchers and academicians. It is
a scientific and technological organisation engaging in scientific research, technology communications, and academic
exchanges, and is registered by the United Nations Sciences and
Technology Organisation with headquarters in the US.
Deen is Indo-Guyanese, a distinguished professor, and
Senior Canada Research Chair in Information Technology at
McMaster University in Hamilton, Ontario.
He is also Director of the Micro- and Nano-Systems
Laboratory, with his research specialty in the broad areas of
electrical engineering and applied physics.
He is also a Fellow of the Academy of Science of the
Royal Society of Canada, Fellow of the Canadian Academy of
Engineering, and Fellow of the Engineering Institute of Canada.
Deen is also a Foreign Member of the Chinese Academy of
Sciences, Foreign Member of the Indian National Academy
of Engineering, and Foreign Member of the Indian National
Science Academy.
In addition, he is also a Foreign Member of the European
Academy of Sciences and Arts, and Fellow of IEEE/APS/AAAS/
ECS; a Nanotechnology and Data Analytics Expert; and Former
President of the Academy of Science of the Royal Society of
Canada.
Deen has big dreams as a founding member of AUNSTO,
he told Kim Arnott, who reported last month from McMaster
University’s Faculty of Engineering on this latest achievement.

Dr Jamal Deen
As Arnott noted, Deen is looking forward to collaborating
on three projects: one, simple, easy-to-use, low-cost sensors that
will allow people to quickly determine if water is safe to drink.
Also, he is looking forward to working on smart sensors
using low-cost manufacturing technologies to provide information about the quality of food, to help in food storage and
transportation, and to minimise unnecessary disposal of food
that remains healthy to consume.
Thirdly, to continue his work on smart medical apartment
and wearable technologies that can unobtrusively, non-invasively, and seamlessly monitor the physical and mental health of
aging populations, so people can safely and happily live in their
own homes during their older years.
Said Arnott: “[These] are also technologies with potential to
significantly help millions of people in less developed countries,
including the Caribbean region, where Deen was born.”
There are 20 scientific divisions in AUNSTO, including life
and health, artificial intelligence and electronic technology,
network and information engineering, bioengineering, aviation
and aerospace, equipment and manufacturing, chemical engineering, and metallurgy and materials.
Also in its divisions are geography and oceanography, energy
and mining, civil and hydraulic engineering, environmental

and ecological engineering, agricultural sciences and technology, engineering management, sciences and technology, future
exploration, financial sciences, peace messenger, and social sciences and smart city management.
“I’m hoping that I can collaborate with my colleagues to do
something more to benefit humanity through innovative efforts
in science and technology,” Deen said.
Full members of AUNSTO are composed of scientists and
engineers with a global reputation. In principle, it requires that
the candidates must be already members in a national academy of sciences, or a national academy of engineering, before
becoming a full member.
Arnott also noted that Deen is committed to “remember the
good fortune that landed him in Canada, and to make needed
contributions to less developed countries”.
As Deen declared, “I came from the Caribbean, from a very
underprivileged setting. I’m one of the lucky ones who managed to get an exceptional education in the Caribbean, and the
opportunity to continue in North America. Since I was very
little, I wanted to be a professor, so I’m really very lucky that I
can realise my dream.”
Deen is also focused on supporting and providing recognition and resources to help advance the careers of promising
academics in developing countries.
“Very often, we forget where we came from, and the struggles
that many persons go through to achieve their ambitions as a
scholar and educator,” he told Arnott.
Deen is also an Honorary Co-Chair of the African Caribbean
Faculty Association of McMaster, and is deeply involved in a
cohort hiring initiative that will appoint up to 12 emerging and
established Black academics and scholars.
“This initiative will put McMaster and the Faculty of
Engineering in a leadership position among Canadian universities in pursuing top Black scholars and educators,” he said.
Additionally, “I am delighted that the senior administration
quickly seized this opportunity to increase the representation of
Black faculty.”
Deen also noted ACFAM has strengthened its mentorship
program for Black graduate students and researchers, and is
now putting together a mentorship document for the new faculty hires.
(With files by Kim Arnott, McMaster Faculty of Engineering)

DESIGN YOUR FUTURE

• Custom Homes
• Home Remodeling
• OBC Building Permits
BUILDING PERMIT DRAWINGS – FAST AND AFFORDABLE
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I

Poignant irony

t is not that Canada is afflicted with the troubling and
distressing inequity that has emerged in the international distribution of Covid-19 vaccines between rich
and poor nations.
While populations in poorer countries in the world
have little, or no access to Covid-19 vaccines, as of October
4, the Canadian government had confirmed delivery of
64,341,614 total doses to the provinces.
Also, data on the Covid-19 Vaccination Tracker website on Monday indicated that 87.9 percent of these doses
delivered to the provinces had been administered.
Earlier this week, it was reported that more than
29,375,799 Canadians have received at least one dose of
an approved Covid-19 vaccine, while there are 27,157,099
persons who are fully vaccinated with the two required
shots. Canada’s total population is estimated to be around
the 38.01 million mark.
Despite these compelling and voluminous numbers of
vaccines that are being delivered, distributed, and administered on a national, level playing field, it is with wonderment that we greet the disturbing news out of Manitoba
earlier this week that the province is well on the path to a
heightened and severe fourth wave.
What this means is Manitoba could potentially see hundreds of new daily cases, and dozens of patients in ICUs, by
the end of this year.
According to a CBC News report, Manitoba’s chief provincial public health officer, Dr Brent Roussin, noted with
growing solicitude that current trends in daily case numbers and hospitalisations were in line with the “severe” scenario set out in its pandemic modelling released in August.
“We’re in a trajectory right now that could take us to a
place where we’ll see quite a significant amount of strain
on our health care system; unless we change it,” Roussin
cautioned.
It appears that Manitoba is heading for the growing
burden of infections and fatalities that is now straining
Alberta’s overwhelmed health care system. As was reported
on Monday, Alberta had a record 45,665 Covid-19 cases
in September, with more Albertans testing positive for the
infection than in any month prior.
This exponential growth in cases set new admission
records for hospitals and ICUs in the province. Fatalities
also spiked in September, making it the cruellest, deadliest
month since January 2021.
It must be noted that despite the availability of millions
of doses of vaccines, and its distribution on a level playing
field throughout Canada, around 90 percent of new Covid19 infections, and admissions to critical life-saving ICUs,
have been among the unvaccinated.
It is bewildering that such an intense fourth wave
could surge and overwhelm provinces such as Alberta,
Saskatchewan, and Manitoba, despite the voluminous
availability and equitable distribution of millions of doses
of life-saving vaccines. The irony is too poignant to escape
notice when such equitable, national distribution of vaccines in Canada is held up to the inequity, and unavailability, that is being endured by poorer nations elsewhere.
Indeed, this poignancy was felt last month, when the
inequitable international distribution of Covid-19 vaccines
was consistently brought into focus at the UN’s annual
meeting of world leaders. Here the podium was constantly
inundated with speakers who lamented about the disparity
in accessing shots, and its dire lack for indigent populations
that have little to no access to life-saving vaccines.
As South African President Cyril Ramaphosa pointed
out, the global community has not sustained the principles
of solidarity and cooperation in securing equitable access
to Covid-19 vaccines for all nations in the world.
Said Ramaphosa: “It is an indictment on humanity that
more than 82 percent of the world’s vaccine doses have
been acquired by wealthy countries, while less than one
percent has gone to low-income countries.”
It is also an indictment on humanity that despite equitable vaccine distribution in Canada, health care in some
provinces is being overwhelmed by the unvacinnated.
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Remembering Gandhi

ndia Prime Minister Narendra Modi told Americans, “I
am confident the India-USA relationship will grow even
stronger in the years to come.”
I am concerned about this enthusiasm for the US; a fickle and
self-centred nation that will let you down without a thought,
as they had done many times in the last century,
not only by favouring Pakistan, but by denial,
often capricious, of trading goods, excusing such
actions vaguely as “national security” or “interest”, even if neither is threatened.
Early this year, the US stopped exports to India
of materials for vaccines, which stalled India’s anti-pandemic
campaign, and made India unable to meet WHO commitments
for vaccines.
US President Joe Biden’s reason was, “I look after Americans”,
forgetting the huge supplies of protectives that India had sent
them in their time of need.
For 200 years, America had jettisoned the rights of minorities, especially those of colour. Modi should never forget that
after WWII the US simply took over the racial superiority and
imperialist mantle the British had flaunted for 300 years, with
other Europeans applauding in support, when not paused for
their periodic cleansing war!
This time PM Modi, on the eve of Gandhi’s birthday, reminisced, “Gandhi always used to talk about trusteeship of the
planet. This sentiment of trusteeship is the need of the hour
globally.”
But Biden ignored the trusteeship role, and said “…The bond
between India and US is bound to grow stronger, closer, and
tighter.” To which Modi said, “Seeds …sown in the first year of
the third decade of the 21st century will help give impetus to
Indo-US ties… It will also prove transformative for democracies
around the world.”
Be cautious, Modiji; and watch your back. Biden, like the
Pope, is a Christian evangelist, and you, a prime target!
Last weekend, Gandhi was highlighted at the Annual Gandhi
Peace Conference sponsored by McMaster University and
Hamilton Indians with the theme, Truth and Reconciliation
(T&R) with Indigenous Communities, underscored by the recent
discovery in Kamloops, BC, of unmarked graves of 215 Native
children, victims of Canada’s residential schools, whose mission
was to integrate them into the white Christian ethos, or else
waste them.
This discovery is but a fraction of the 4,000 children who
were taken to residential schools, and of the 150,000 or so that

“disappeared”.
The event was held via Zoom because of Covid-19 restrictions. The main speaker, Dawn Martin-Hill, a McMaster professor, of Mohawk lineage, used a Gandhi line, “A man is but a
product of his thoughts. What he thinks he becomes”<i> – while
implying another, “It’s the action, not the fruit of
the action, that’s important. You have to do the
Mohan
right thing. You may never know what results come
Ragbeer from your action. But if you do nothing, there will
be no result”.
The linkage with Gandhi was expected; Gandhi
is revered here, and always presented in the best light, which is
a little dimmed by some modern studies of his role in India’s
Independence, especially as a father of the nation, a belief that
stems partly from his assassination.
He is best known to Americans for advocating ahimsa, nonviolence, quoting the Bhagawad Gita; but one must note that his
quote had omitted the second half of the sentence, that ahimsa
also includes inescapable violence to secure justice.
The Zoom conference focussed on the abuse of North
American First Nations by the British and their successors in
America, over the last 400 years, the rupture of Treaties, seizure
of lands, and finally the officially-sanctioned genocide, begun
with the Indian Act of 1876, leaving a fragmented, dispirited
and cringing people who have incredibly survived the horrors,
with resilience and resistance.
Truth is a harsh accuser of the “white man”, but he must fully
admit his inhumanity if true reconciliation is to happen. I will
believe our government’s good intentions when I see pure water
and good sanitation in native homes and villages, of the same
quality that our errant Prime Minister takes for granted in his
home.
This he has denied First Nations on their soil through two
terms as PM, reciting platitudes, the latest his apology for preferring the pleasures of Tofino to the observance of the first
T&R Day on September 30, which his government announced
back in June. What insensitivity! But then, no one can accuse
JT of being wise.
The process of reconciliation was started years ago, which
First Nations embraced. The problems were well-known for
centuries, but health, housing, sanitation, and education remain
well below Canadian standards, at a level that shames Canada,
removing all right from its sanctimonious politicos to criticise
other nations.
First, take the mote out of your own eye, Mr Trudeau!

Really! What a world we are living in today!

O

ur world is what it is today: helter-skelter, and off its
bias, yet it ploughs ahead on its forward roll. Such are
the eternal words that describe a world rolling off its
axis, albeit with a bit of tweaking, that drained out of the nib of
a fountain pen, and from the tip of an acerbic tongue, its originator and writer an Englishman who happened to
be born in Trinidad – our own ineluctable, and so
Romeo
inimitable, Sir Vidia Surajprasad Naipaul.
Kaseram
Really now – what a world we are living in
today! How it rolls off its centre, more and more
each day in what is a pandemic-blasted landscape.
It is such that when I was growing up, there were hardly any
among us that hesitated to be vaccinated. How off-centre we are
today, that few among us would rather perish than take life-saving vaccines. Back in my day we lived in a similarly precarious
world; albeit not as bad as it is today, with our lives seemingly
war-torn by the rabid Covid-19 coronavirus.
Now back in the day, use the word “rabid” and right away
the room went dead quiet; conversations ended quite abruptly,
in mid-sentence; a shadow fell across each face, as if an undertaker with a prospective eye had walked in and was sizing up the
room for height, weight, and wallet-heft.
For back then, to loudly say “rabid”, or “rabies”, immediately
created a resonance that was notable for its troubling history
of horror, exponential pain, and a final, screaming escalation
before the victim became a fatality.
Back in that time, “dog-bite” was synonymous with “rabies”;
right away, the entire room knew a neighbour, or a too-adventurous child, was the victim of a dreaded dog attack.
In the words that describe immediacy and urgent action
being undertaken, in “two-twos”, as the elders used to say back
then, said recipient of the “dog-bite” was harangued to, “Make
haste before you fall down and dead right now!”; it meant the
victim had to go to the hospital in the nearby town.
A vehicle was procured on hire for the urgent run, its driver
appreciating the request enough to do a series of final, rapid
sloshings of bath water to lift off a thick layer of soap suds. Or,
to reluctantly leave behind a half-eaten meal after a few, quicker
bites, and a deep draught from a large enamel cup.
Or grasping the emergency while half-asleep, to then make
the tremendous sacrifice by gruntingly interrupting a nap of

ensconced, wholly-wrapped contentment in a warm hammock
that bulged in the middle, and tapered off on both ends, like an
overfed anaconda.
It was such that back in the day, the owners of “bad-dogs”
were totally cognisant of their responsibility, and accountability
to the victim of a “dog-bite” from a “pet” that had
squeezed its massive jaw that was jeweled with
razor-sharp canines, and its underfed and bony,
narrow body, through a front gate absentmindedly left half-open.
In fact, I recall one household, unable to control the rows of sharp canines, started planning ahead for those
frenetic moments after the recipient was done bawling and
screaming, but mostly cussing, following a “dog-bite” attack.
It was well-known in our village that said owners saved cash
in a milk can for such occurrences. It was not savings compiled
out of the miserly thrift practised by the grown-ups around us,
who like the undertaker had a prospective eye, and was deadset on a future of wealth and comfort; neither was it a rainy-day
fund, nor was it purposed for a child’s university education.
It was savings borne out of pragmatism, accountability, and
a social conscience, with the money safely hand-delivered with
neighbourly goodwill to the victim over the front gate, away
from the snapping jaws and clinically-sharpened teeth.
Of course, the neighbourly hand that reached into the tin
was also done with haste, more to send the victim off for medical attention. However, it was also done with the corollary to
hopefully end the tirade at the front gate, the victim like a griot
loudly execrating the family about its juicier ancestral history.
And it was also a peace-offering; called “passage money”, the
sum was the fare for the grumpy driver of the vehicle, but there
was a little extra for the victim’s discomfort and inconvenience.
Hopping away on one leg, the victim left while shaking a fist
at the thoroughly chastened dogs now murderously guarding
the front gate, more from physical encroachment, but futile
against the ongoing verbal assault on the family’s heritage.
But the journey to healing was now beginning, the victim
quickly departing for the hospital without even a forethought
about vaccine hesitation. Ahead were a series of painful rabies
vaccinations for survival in a world, which decades later, would
be thrown off its centre by Covid-19 and vaccine hesistancy.
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Why it is our dharma to consider vaccination
Dear Editor,
Almost two years into the pandemic, at least one in every
28 people in Trinidad and Tobago have tested positive for
Covid-19, and at least one in every 950 people have died from
this disease. Countless more lost livelihoods because of the
temperamental state of lockdowns, and our children’s education
has suffered.
Vaccinations provide an opportunity to reduce death and
severe disease, and allow us the stability to return to some
degree of pre-pandemic normalcy. However, vaccine hesitancy continues to be high, with
many people citing religion as
a reason not to get vaccinated.
As a Hindu and a medical professional, I will discuss
why it is our dharma (duty) to
consider vaccination, and assist
others in taking the vaccine.
Santana Dharma has always
embraced knowledge and science in our health. Every day
we seek knowledge as our highest goal as we invoke God as Lord Ganapati and Goddess
Saraswati, the embodiments of knowledge and wisdom. This
knowledge is not only spiritual, but secular as well, including
sciences.
Health is also our priority, as we invoke Lord Dhanavantri
(the presiding deity of medicine), the Ashvini Kumaras (celestial physicians), and Mother Durga or Mother Kali, though
incarnations such as Devi Shitala (the mother who protects us
from infectious diseases).
Yoga, Ayurveda, and dietary control are spiritual practices, and are geared at promoting health and well-being. It is,
therefore, dharmic to keep updated on health issues and make
informed, logical choices to promote health and well-being.
Vaccination is not new to Hinduism, as it is not novel to
many ancient civilisations, including the Persian and Chinese.
On October 23, 1869, the reputable medical journal The Lancet

reported on the work of the Asiatic Society, set up by the British
to understand the cultures of colonised lands.
It noted that in Vaidya Shatras (texts of the physicians), there
was a text known as the Sakteya Grantham, a description of the
smallpox vaccine, administered almost identically to the methods used in later years by Edward Jenner in 1796. The rediscoveries of that time led to the first successful global eradication of
smallpox in 1978.
Other texts described precise rules of vaccination. Thus, the
continued inquiry into vaccinations and medical advances that
allow us to vaccinate against
Covid-19 is not new to Hindu
tradition.
The decision of vaccination is
not only about protecting oneself, but also about the welfare
of others.
The Srimad Bhagavad Gita
indicates that wise and holy
people act with the world’s welfare at heart. Sufficient scientific
evidence, after the administration of over three billion vaccines globally, suggests that by getting vaccinated, a person reduces his chances of hospitalisation
and death, and reduces the ability to transmit Covid-19 to others if infected.
Thus, the vaccination decision is not merely a personal one,
but also a social and civic responsibility.
Vaccination against Covid-19 does not violate any of the
Yamas and Niyamas (social and personal ethical injunctions) in
our scriptures. None of the vaccines contain beef or any product
considered impure. Sanatana Dharma does not justify vaccine
hesitancy, but instead makes it our responsibility to vaccinate
ourselves proactively and encourage others to do the same.
As the Srimad Bhagwatam explains, “as long as he has intelligence and bodily strength, an intelligent person should try to
avoid death. It is the duty of every embodied person.”
Dr Vedavid Manick, Trinidad & Tobago, via e-mail.

Mia Mottley

Irfaan Ali

Questionable selection of WI
players for World Cup games

a powerhouse in athletics, and we need to send our most promDear Editor,
I have been agonising on the performance of Guyana’s ath- ising athletes to train with the very best of that country. Guyana
letes at the 2020 Olympics, and what it means for the nation. I has strong and powerful young men and women, and our best
have concluded we need to take bold decisions on our future chance is to identify a few of them to take up the javelin, discus,
and shot putt, and send them to Jamaica to finetune their skills.
participation in these games.
Why do I choose these three disciplines? This is because it
What a shame that Guyana, which has produced outstanding
will not be easy to beat the Jamaicans or Americans
sportsmen and women over the years, has only
won a bronze medal at the Olympics, courtesy of
in the sprints, and the Africans in the long distance
events. Boxing is another discipline where we can
boxer Michael Parris. This is unacceptable, and an
win medals. Send our best boxers to Cuba to work
indictment on the Guyana Olympic Association,
with their coaches who are some of the best in the
and all our governments over the years.
world.
The Olympics is an opportunity to showcase
our country on the biggest sporting event in the
Aleka Persaud looks like a good prospect in
world, and yet we are not grasping the opportuswimming. Send her to the US to work with the best
nity like our sister Caricom countries like Jamaica,
coaches there, so she can improve on her times and
win against the best in the world.
Trinidad and Tobago, Bahamas, and Grenada.
These stints must not be two or three months,
I would like to make a few recommendations
to the GOA and the Minister of Sports Charles
but at a minimum two or three years leading up to
the Olympics. With regular competitions among
Ramson Jnr, on the way forward for us to start
winning medals at the Olympics.
the best in the world, and winning their events, I am
Aleka Persaud
sure we will start winning medals at the Olympics.
It is the biggest joke in Guyana to hear our
athletes saying they hope to achieve personal best in their event,
I know critics will ask, “Where will the money to come
from?” My answer is, “From the government”.
when their PB is way off the Olympic time to win a medal.
I call upon the Sports Minister Ramson Jnr to impress on his
No athletes should be selected for the Olympics if their times
are not on par with the world’s top times leading up to games. bosses to invest in our sportswomen and men, and put Guyana
Their times should be on par or better with the top athletes on the sporting map of the world. It can be done with our
of the world, and only then they should be selected for the impending oil wealth. All it takes is the will to do it. The ball is
in your court, Sports Minister Ramson Jnr.
Olympics.
Imtiaz Baccus, Guyana, via email.
Having said that, we need to invest in our athletes. Jamaica is

Dear Editor,
Sport is a business, and the participation therein of our
young sportsmen and women demands full time training and
total dedication for them to master the skills and develop as
genuine professionals.
Genuine professionals must be nurtured (and cajoled), from
very young to achieve greatness; hence, it is imperative that the
clubs, national associations, the people, and the government
support them as our pride.
It is indeed heartening to see that two Heads of State,
Guyana’s President Dr Irfaan Ali and Barbados’ Prime Minister
Mia Mottley, openly calling, with other eminent personalities
around the world, on the West Indies selectors to justify their
selection of the West Indies team to defend the upcoming
Cricket World Cup title.
The Caribbean people must demand that the criteria for
selection of the 15 players and four travelling reserves be made
public.
The inclusion of Chris Gayle is highly questionable. This
player ran away from West Indies cricket to play franchise
cricket for money. He had run-ins with the West Indies Cricket
administration, and was involved in negative public disputes
with a former West Indies Test captain. Gayle also ran into serious indiscipline issues when he was hauled before the courts in
Australia.
Gayle is undoubtedly a ‘pride’ player, a cricketer who has
achieved greatness, but should make way for our younger players. There are many former players, such as Sir Vivian Richards,
Michael Holding, and Joel Garner, who gave way for younger
players when they were at their peak of the game.
Ravi Rampaul also is over the ‘hill’, and should not be in the
team before some younger players.
The selectors must justify the selection of Kieron Pollard,
Dwayne Bravo, and Andre Russell ahead of world number one
all-rounder Jason Holder, who is not included in the original 15.
It is also interesting to note that the wild Oshane Thomas
and Obed McCoy will be partnering Rampaul as the quick
bowlers on the dry United Arab Emirates’ wickets.
The West Indies’ only player on tour, but as a reserve, who is
recognised as a world class player is Holder. None of our batsmen or bowlers is among the top players in the world. The West
Indies team is in Group One, along with England, Australia
and South Africa, and in the play-off, only two teams in the
respective Groupings will move forward. This will be a highly
competitive World Cup.
Remember the name Carlos Braithwaite, a young all-rounder
who, out of the blues, hit four consecutive sixes to enable the
West Indies to win the last World Cup?
Today, the young Turks such as the tried and proven Romario
Shepherd, Sherfane Rutherford, and the world rated all-rounder
Jason Holder, can make a difference and defend the T-20 World
Cup Title. It would be a total disaster for West Indies cricket,
and much stress and strain for the over five million people in
the Caribbean and the millions of supporters in the diaspora if
the West Indies fail to reach the semi-finals.
Neil Kumar, Guyana, via email.

Dear Editor,
Developed nations as Canada, the US, and the UK, are successfully utilising taxes for continued development and maintenance of infrastructural work and services that are deemed
necessary for the comfort and benefit of their citizens.
Such developed countries use their innovative and creative
potentialities for creating new wealth, and for ensuring employment for their people. These nations do not emphasise the need
for additional taxes, and tend to be accountable and transparent
while handling the public purse.
Unfortunately, in Trinidad and Tobago, both the public and
private sectors generally do not have the capacity for employment recruitment. Salaries of most workers have not improved
for some time. For example, teachers have been owed salary
increases and increments since 2013.

The advent of the property tax will definitely affect the cost
of living, as landlords and businessmen will be forced to charge
people more in order to comfortably pay this tax.
Looking into my crystal ball, I see the economy heating up
to the extent that a loaf of bread may cost a fortune. Those who
are very poor and cannot afford to pay their property tax will
become vagrants, and will be forced to rummage in garbage bins
for scraps of food.
The property tax is not a suitable option for solving the economic crisis in which Trinidad and Tobago has unfortunately
found itself.
Instead, the government needs to carefully prioritise its
spending so as to avoid wastage of funds. Above all, there is the
dire need for diversifying the economy.
Lindsey Rampersad, Trinidad & Tobago, via e-mail.

How Guyana can win medals at the Olympics

Property tax not a suitable option for solving the economic crisis in T&T
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So how can workers then pay the property tax when their
wages are at an all-time low? Without a shadow of doubt, the
property tax will produce a severe financial strain on struggling
homeowners.
Many people who are currently physically and financially
handicapped have inherited properties which may, sadly, be
regarded as white elephants. Young people who are paying
loans on their properties will be severely affected, since the vast
majority of them are contract workers. Scary, isn’t it?
Some of our local prophets are saying that property owners
will in time develop lifetime diseases from anxiety, stress, worry,
and utter frustration. Mothers who cannot breastfeed their
babies may not be in a position to purchase milk.
Motorists may find themselves operating defective vehicles
with tires as smooth as glass bottles.
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Why shared governance is infeasible

C

ollaboration between Guyana’s PPP/Civic government
Although there has never been a pure single-race party in
and the Opposition APNU – though desirable to unite power, the composition of governments has always comprised
Guyana – is no more than wild imaginings of a mis- of one of the two dominant ethnic groups – which have effecguided segment of Guyanese people, both at home and abroad, tively controlled power – with a smattering of racial crossovers,
who deliberately choose to ignore the history of political rela- or so-called “window-dressings” providing the impression of a
tions in the country.
multi-racial front.
In fact, discussions of collaboration, dialogues, shared govHowever, the truth is that a multi-racial government, whose
ernance, power sharing and inclusive democracy – or what- composition leverages “race” as its underlying modus operandi,
ever term one chooses to use to define potential co-operation does not necessarily have a better chance of ensuring economic
between the two major parties – have been exercises in futility prosperity than a single-race party.
ever since the PPP first floated the idea of a National Front
At the most, a multi-racial, shared government facilitates the
government during the 1972-1976 period, when the late Forbes appearance of greater political inclusiveness that does not necBurnham regime was in power.
essarily contribute to better governance.
Since then, several attempts to hold talks
And political inclusiveness is directly corbetween the ruling and the opposition parties
related to the quest for power.
Dwarka
have resulted in wasted dialogues about the
Arguably, in the struggle for political
Lakhan
process of collaboration and dialogues about
power, the underlying causes of the ecohaving dialogues and dialogues about where
nomic and social malaise that are typically
and when dialogues should be held.
attributed to the ruling government are
Following the PPP’s call for a National Front
quite often overlooked, and the focus usugovernment, the issue of collaboration came up again under the ally shifts to “race”. However, in as much as the quest for power
administration of the late Desmond Hoyte in the latter half of is driven by racial motivations, it is naïve to assume that shared
the 1980s, but after much discussion, the two parties failed to governance will invoke prosperity.
arrive at consensus on the way forward largely because of narThat is because the underlying problems in Guyana are not
row partisan interests.
based only on racial orientations, but are more or less due to
The issue of shared governance took a back seat for almost economic mismanagement, corruption, nepotism, weaknesses
two decades after the PPP/
in the administrative and
Civic won a large majority
governance structures, poor
in the country’s first free
strategic planning, a shortand fair elections in 1992,
age of capital to finance
following almost 25 years
development, and the lack
of illegitimate rule under
of transparency in the decithe PNC.
sion-making process.
It was not until 2011 that
Together, these problems
the issue re-emerged after
have inhibited progress,
an informal APNU+AFC
regardless of the governcoalition won a one seat
ment in power. As a result,
majority in Parliament,
governments have come in
leaving the PPP in office,
and out of favour, dependbut not in power. Then, the
ing on economic condiCoalition technically had
tions, which are inextricacontrol over the political
bly linked to the state of
Guyana’s Parliament in its 31st session this year
and administrative decimoral, social, and economic
sion-making process, but no real political power.
well-being of the population at large.
However, instead of choosing to collaborate with the PPP/
When economic conditions are good, the population does
Civic, the Coalition opposed for the sake of opposing, and made not have much to complain about, and consequently, racial tenthe tenure of the government a living hell.
sions lessen.
The underlying issue of shared governance stems from the
However, when economic conditions are less than favourfact that given shifts in the ethnic composition of the popula- able, racial tensions become more pronounced, and the racial
tion, and the fact that Guyanese have historically voted along hand is dealt to the detriment of the party in power – whether
racial lines, it has become increasingly difficult for any of the or not the party promotes a multi-racial front.
two major parties to obtain a resounding majority at the polls.
In similar vein, when economic conditions, and consequentHowever, the truth is that the party that wins the majority ly social conditions are poor, racial tensions escalate. The dislike
of votes should rightfully lead the country – as in the case of that develops for any government in power is not necessarily
any democracy. However, racial divisions between Indians and due to the racial composition of the ruling party, but more so
Blacks are so severe that accusations of disenfranchisement are because of the deterioration of economic and social conditions,
common, especially by Blacks, if the PPP/Civic is in power.
which can be attributed to the performance of the government.
Ironically, when the APNU+AFC party supposedly won the
This is not to say that racial tensions are only linked to poor
2015 election by less than one seat, calls for shared governance economic and social conditions, but they have also been the fuel
were muted.
for power seekers. For instance, racial tensions have typically
During the late 1980s, while former President Desmond heightened both pre- and post-elections as political parties try
Hoyte did offer the opportunity for talks with the then opposi- to get a hold on power.
tion PPP/Civic, the terms and conditions were pre-determined
In addition, parties in Opposition tend to criticise or oppose
in favour of the government, making it virtually impossible the decisions – both good and bad – of the governing party,
for any real collaboration. In fact, president at the time David just for the sake of opposing, which is generally linked to the
Granger, then presented a five point plan that mostly empha- attainment of power, and which in turn is driven by racial motisised the non-political objectives of inclusionary democracy.
vations. But that will unlikely be the case in a well-functioning
Now that the PPP/Civic has a two-seat majority in parlia- shared governance structure.
ment, the scope for collaboration between the Opposition and
The reality is that whatever party is in power, shared goverthe government is once again on the agenda.
nance or not, is perceived to be resorting to decisions that are
To put the concept of collaboration or shared governance in beneficial to its own interests and supporters. Therefore, shared
perspective, the quest is generally directly linked to the desire governance is not a panacea for resolving underlying economic
of the losing party in the country’s General Elections to share issues, though it might lessen political tensions.
power with the winning party, and not so much about the winRegardless of which party is in power – whether or not electning party wanting to share power with the losing party.
ed on a multi-racial agenda, or part of a multi-party platform
Moreover, given Guyana’s deeply divided racial composition – the racial hand will be dealt to the detriment of supporters of
and the close outcome of election results, shared governance the weaker party forming a shared governance structure.
appears to make sense on the surface, but is near impossible to
It is, therefore, unwise to assume that shared governance will
implement from a practical standpoint. Neither of the major ever be feasible in Guyana. Trust, and the ability of the parties
parties, APNU+AFC, or the PPP/Civic, trusts each other, and it in a shared governance structure to be able to reach appropriate
is hardly likely that the winning party will willingly share power terms of engagement will be necessary – but this is just fantasy.
without onerous conditions that are unacceptable by the losing
party.
Dwarka Lakhan, BA, MBA, FCSI, FICB is a Member of
Arguably, shared governance is expected to satisfy the two the Canadian Association of Journalists, and an accomplished
major ethnic groups that their interests are being looked after by financial writer. His recently published book, Winning Ways,
a government that includes both major political parties.
Real World Strategies to Help You Reimagine Your Practice, is
But historical experience suggests that power, rather than available on Amazon and on winningways101.com. He can be
collaboration, matters most to the country’s political parties.
reached at dlakhan@rogers.com.
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Prevent untimely deaths
by taking Covid-19 shots
By Dr Jerry Jailall
eader of Guyana’s Opposition Joseph Harmon said,
“It is with a heavy heart that I… announce the
‘untimely death’ of our friend and colleague Imran
Khan, who served as Communications Director in the
office of the Leader of the Opposition up to today.”
Khan died in Georgetown on September 28 from complications due to Covid-19. Unfortunately, the popular
Khan, at 43 years old, was unvaccinated.
Blogger Matthew responded, saying, “Mr Harmon:
That is a well thought out comment... why do you not
make such a well thought out appeal to your supporters to
get the vaccination?”
Blogger Ashton noted, “Why can’t the APNU+AFC
come forward and state that it joins with the government for mandatory vaccination of all Guyanese? Many
have fallen already, and a lot of blame is at the feet of the
Opposition. All lives matter, and we have the responsibility to accept scientific, evidence-based facts in relation to
the vaccines. We must all demand [Harmon] come out
and lead the APNU+AFC on this issue.”
Harmon, what will it take for you to act in the national
interest by encouraging your supporters to be vaccinated?
Do you not care? Do you have the Pharaoh’s hard heart?
I say, “Friends don’t let friends remain unvaccinated.”
With Covid-19, you can be “Here today, gone tomorrow”.
Blogger Borapork said, “While the vaccine is not a cure
for the Covid-19 virus, it can offer relief from the serious
effects of the disease by stimulating the creation of antibodies, which in turn minimise debilitating damage to
the health of the infected… Many are refusing the vaccine
for various reasons, mostly unscientific; but mainly purely
political. Many have begged for the vaccine as their oxygen levels dropped, but it was too late. Don’t join the ‘too
late’ club. Get your jab. Let the jab be part of your effort to
remain alive… Rest in peace Mr Khan.”
The PNC, and the PNC
unions that held protests, and
filed lawsuits against vaccination, some churches and other
anti-vaxxers, must ask themselves if they are in any way
culpable for influencing the
unvaccinated to court suicide
by refusing the vaccine.
If they think they are “sticking it to the PPP”, then they are
Imran Khan
seriously misguided. It’s your
own people, friends, and loved ones who are dying: unexpectedly; untimely; and unnecessarily. Blogger Col123
said, “…Some folks are just wishing for the health care
system to collapse… as if that will bring down the government!”
Covid-19 has made widows and orphans in many
families. Many moms, dads, brothers, sisters, grandmas,
grandpas, have died largely because most were unvaccinated. Breadwinners in homes were wiped out in the
twinkling of an eye.
Khan’s death, which was avoidable if he was vaccinated,
is one of the over 150 that occurred in September, the
deadliest month since Covid-19 hit Guyana. Infection
rates have also been extremely high for September, with
6,000 new cases.
The health facilities in our poor country are straining
to breaking point. Our ICU staff is tired. So, you wonder how can our Guyanese people see and hear all these
things, and don’t learn a lesson?
What more education do they need, Dr Mahendra
Carpen? I find it hard to disagree with Howard Stern
that the “unvaccinated” are idiots. My friend Suresh said,
“Ignorance can be educated, and crazy can be medicated;
but you can’t fix stupid.”
Former Minister Cathy Hughes and Dr Rohan Somar
from the “dead meat” party are to be commended for
encouraging vaccinations.
Mark DaCosta said, “…It is time for the kid-gloves to
come off. It is time for vaccination to be made mandatory.
It is time for all politicians to openly, and clearly, explain
to their constituents the importance of being vaccinated.
It is time for vaccine-refusers to be pointedly informed of
the selfishness of their decision. It is time for Guyanese to
get serious about this pandemic, and put a stop to a crisis
that is entirely within our power to contain.”
We have already lost almost 800 lives. Let’s all get vaccinated now! The rush to get the Sputnik second dose is
commendable!
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More secure vaccination proof soon
Georgetown – Ongoing forgery of Covid19 vaccination booklets has prompted the
Health Ministry to consider introducing a
more secure document.
On Monday Health Minister Dr Frank
Anthony said the authorities were looking at
producing a more secure document that could
not be illicitly acquired
by persons who initially
forged the first immunisation card.
“We’re going to
change the card system.
We’re working on that
right now. Very soon, we
are going to introduce a
new and different type
of card that is going to
be harder to forge, and if
people did not have the
proper documentation
in the first place, then
they will not get the new
card that we’re putting
in,” Dr Anthony said.
At this time, 15 cases
of forgeries are being
investigated by police.
It has also been reported in Georgetown that
health care workers have been facilitating the
acquisition of false immunisation cards.
Said Anthony: “[The] majority of the healthcare workers are honest, hardworking people.
But unfortunately, we have a few dishonest
people among them, and they are the ones
who have been facilitating these cards. They
are giving cards without people receiving the
vaccines, and once we get the information, we
are going to get the Police to investigate and
prosecute these persons.”
Health care personnel have been specifically
cautioned to desist from this act, since those
who are caught will face the “full force of the

law”, and can possibly be disbarred from practising in the health sector.
“This is a very dangerous thing… if you’re
facilitating somebody to get the card, but they
didn’t get the vaccine, then when they get sick,
we’ll probably think they were immunised and
we’re getting a breakthrough infection… We
have to put an end to this
practice,” Anthony said.
Persons apprehended
for purchasing immunisation cards will be
charged for tendering a
forged document. Also,
the public has been asked
to report any suspected
activity.
The last person recently charged with stealing vaccination booklets was Mark Samuels
from South Ruimveldt
in Georgetown. A driver
with the Health Ministry,
he appeared on August
30 at the Georgetown
Magistrates’
Courts,
where he pleaded not
guilty to the charge. He was remanded to
prison for the offence.
According to the allegations, between
August 22-August 23 at Brickdam, Georgetown,
Samuels broke into the vaccination centre of
the Health Ministry and took 66 Covid-19 vaccination booklets valued at (G) $1,014. It has
been reported that he was caught on CCTV
footage entering the vaccination centre.
Earlier in August, Avinash Rameshwar, a
driver attached to the West Demerara Regional
Hospital, was also remanded to prison for
allegedly stealing 12 vaccination booklets. He
has since been charged with simple larceny and
forging an official document.

In composite photo, Vice President Bharat Jagdeo addresses workers at Skeldon

Former sugar workers to get (G) $.25m

Georgetown – Vice-President Bharrat
Jagdeo on Monday announced that sugar
workers who lost jobs following APNU+AFC
closing several sugar estates are to each receive
a further severance payment of (G) $250,000
by the end of January 2022, regardless of
employment status.
Jagdeo also announced that a new facility
will be developed in Berbice early next year
to provide temporary employment to those
in need, while training will be offered to
Berbicians in preparation for jobs in the Oil &
Gas industry.
During his address, Jagdeo told workers
in Skeldon, Upper Corentyne and Rose Hall,
East Canje Berbice, that the PPP/Civic noted
firsthand the devastation that was triggered by
closure of the Rose Hall and Skeldon estates.
The closure meant sugar workers were unable
to sustain themselves, and could not feed their
families, he noted.
He added that at the time during the
APNU+AFC’s move, the PPP/Civic offered as

much help as possible while in Opposition. It
also promised to return with additional help.
Consequently, “Each sugar worker who was
severed would also get another $250,000 on
their severance,” he declared. The announcement was met with applause.
Jagdeo revealed the total cost to provide the
additional severance to the estimated 7,000
sugar workers would be around (G) $1.7 billion-$1.8 billion.
He also revealed that during his recent visit
to Houston, Texas, and following several meetings locally, among the takeaways was a need
for additional workers in the Oil & Gas sector.
It is a sector he wants to ensure brings benefits
the people of Berbice, he said.
As a result, Jagdeo said the government
made a decision to expand Guysuco’s Port
Mourant Training School to offer the necessary courses to certify workers for the Oil &
Gas sector.
Professor Clement Sankat will head the
training school, Jagdeo said.
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Itwaru tore down university & community barriers
Dr Arnold Harrichand Itwaru
September 2, 1942 - September 16, 2021
The following is extracted from a tribute published in
Stabroek News in Guyana on September 27, 2021. It was
written by Chris Ramsaroop, Kevin Edmonds, Mark
Chatarpal, Lotoya Haynes-Francis, Terry Roswell — former
students in the Caribbean Studies Program at the University
of Toronto.

P

rofessor Arnold Harrichand Itwaru started teaching
courses in Caribbean cultures and societies at New
College at the University of Toronto in 1995. He
designed and developed the Caribbean Studies Program with
a specific emphasis on anti-imperialist and anti-racist thought,
and served as its Director for ten years.
In this leadership role, Itwaru mentored thousands of
students. As an academic, writer, and visual artist, his life’s
career was exemplified by many achievements: he was the
author of 13 books, including The Invention of Canada:
Literary and the Immigrant Imaginary (1990); Closed Entrances:
Canadian Culture and Imperialism (co-edited with Natasha
Ksonzek, 1994); Shanti (1990); Home and Back (2001); and The
White Supremacist State: Eurocentrism Imperialism Colonialism
Racism. He also developed key courses in the Caribbean
Studies Program curriculum.
Itwaru was the recipient of two Guyanese National Poetry
Awards. He also received the University of Toronto Students’
Union/Association of Part-Time Undergraduate Students
Undergraduate Teaching Award in 2003.
He was responsible for creating important links between
the College and the wider community, and established the
well-known New College Racism and National Consciousness
Conference, which attracted an average 400 attendees each
October for just under two decades.
Along with other colleagues, Itwaru was instrumental in
organising the inaugural Indian Arrival and Heritage Month
at New College, which was later changed to South Asian
Heritage Month. He was also instrumental in organising the
distinguished Cheddi Jagan Annual Memorial Lecture at York
University, and served on its planning committee for several
years.

Itwaru is remembered for his booming but thoughtful, slow- Case, and many others.
paced delivery, for being a generous mentor deeply invested in
Itwaru did not see himself separate from his students,
challenging his students, and for encouraging us to be critical
and opened his home to students, both hungry for a plate of
thinkers about the wider world and our place in it. He inspired food, and for radical ideas. It was part of a deliberate effort to
thousands of students for over 25 years.
cultivate a community in which not just Caribbean students,
His development and leadership of the Caribbean Studies
but students of all backgrounds who were critical thinkers,
program saw it emerging out of a period of campus resistance.
could connect around intellectual endeavours on campus,
In 1990 activists were demanding that the
and find encouragement to make practical
University of Toronto divest from the racist
interventions in our communities.
apartheid regime in South Africa, and were
Itwaru also shared his passion for poetry,
calling attention to the glaring absence of
taking many of us to Sunday poetry sessions,
academic studies of Africa and the Caribbean
then hosted by the late human rights activist
on campuses.
Charles Roach. It opened the door to a whole
After a successful campaign, the
new community that blended radical politics,
foundation was laid for the development
poetry, conversation, and laughter.
of a Caribbean program at New College.
Former student Janet Naidu recalled how
It was an amazing period, where students
his conferences occurred during a “time
and faculty organised to pressure both New
when there was a great silence on the subject
College and the Faculty of Arts and Science
of anti-racism”.
to develop courses that reflected our diverse
A look back at some of the speakers at
communities.
his Racism and National Consciousness
Students found an ally in New College
conferences over the years reveals that Itwaru
Principal Dr Fred Case (d. 2008), a noted
was not interested in providing a platform
Dr Arnold Itwaru
Guyanese-born scholar of French, who hired
to “big names” and lengthy résumés. He
Itwaru to build the fledgling program. Under Itwaru, the
deliberately used the platform to give opportunities to local
program expanded from a minor to a major degree, expanding grassroots activists, some of whom were in their teens at the
the course offerings and the number of students enrolled in the time, but he recognised the importance of their voice and
program.
their work. This was one of the many ways that he tore down
Caribbean Studies faculty member Alissa Trotz notes
barriers between the university and the community.
that the Specialist degree in the program was eventually
For many of us, we would not be students, graduates, or
approved after a determined effort by Itwaru and his
faculty without Itwaru’s direct interventions. He found creative
students to demonstrate its importance to a reluctant senior
(often mischievous, but always well-intentioned) ways to
administration.
support those with whom he shared common ground, going
At a time when the validity of Caribbean scholarship was
above and beyond for us, even if we lacked the confidence at
questioned in academic spaces, Itwaru’s classes were integral
the time.
to our emerging consciousness. He redirected our respective
We thank him for looking out for us during various stages
worldviews to regard the Caribbean region as an important
of our lives, but also for so much more. To honour his longspace for knowledge production.
lasting legacy, we will continue expanding the Caribbean
In his classes we could discover and think deeply about
Studies program as a space of both radical thought and
Frantz Fanon, C.L.R. James, Walter Rodney, Ngũgĩ wa
critical resistance, providing the space to mentor, and build
Thiong’o, Martin Carter, Samuel Selvon, Wilson Harris, Fred
burgeoning scholars similar to what he did for us.
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Raman led a life blessed with activity, creativity, & religion
Dwarika Nand Dindayal
February 20, 1931 - September 13, 2021

into the backyard. They and their children climbed over the
rear fence, and landed in the yard of the property facing Robb
Street. There a friend helped them into a car, and they fled to
By Vidur Dindayal
Rosignol.
warika Nand Dindayal, widely known as Raman,
On their visit the next day after the riots when things had
of Guyana and the UK, passed away peacefully on
quietened down, the family discovered the store thoroughly
September 13, 2021. He was 90, a great Guyanese
trashed. There was a heap of rubble on the floor; nothing
achiever, former businessperson in Guyana, and in London
worth keeping was left. Luckily, the store was not burnt down
UK, a department manager of a large store, a civil servant, a
like many in Water Street. It was learnt afterwards that good
great designer, singer, musician, and leader of Sai Baba group
neighbours who lived opposite came several times and put out
in South London, England.
fires that were set by the rioters.
Raman was born on February 20, 1931, at Plantation
The family was very distressed. There was no hope of
Blairmont, West Bank Berbice. Then, life at the Sugar Estate
restarting the business in the climate of uncertainty at that
was Old World, where overseers’ quarters were a “no go” area,
time. The family decided to let Raman’s younger brother Vidur
and where the best bath for estate workers was in the canal.
go to England to start a new life. Such a move would build a
He enjoyed his
foreign base for the rest of the family to go to should things
childhood years,
become worse in British Guiana. In the meantime, Raman
swimming in the canal,
remained behind to work in the business at Rosignol.
playing with slingshots,
He had plenty to do at Rosignol. It included distribution
marbles, and rollers,
of cigarettes to all the shops on West Coast Berbice, and
sticking picture transfers
managing the local cinema. The cinema was most rewarding:
that came with the
booking and showing English and Indian movies. Among the
wrappers from sweets
great hits shown at the cinema were Clint Eastwood’s Fistful of
onto his shirt, climbing
Dollars, The Sound of Music, and the James Bond films. Among
on to the table for a view
the Indian movies were the ever popular Dosti, Taj Mahal, and
through the windows of
Waqt.
the seaplanes flying past
Raman left Guyana and settled with his family in London in
during those rare visits to
1969. His experience in managing his own business in British
the Estate.
Guiana stood him in good stead. He was employed at Pratts in
Visiting the Hindu
Streatham, South London, an immensely popular department
temple – the mathia,
store, one of the John Lewis chain of stores. Starting first
Dwarika Nand Dindayal
especially being among the
as storekeeper, he soon became a department manager for
murtis – the statues in the shivalas, and playing, and waiting
Crockery, Cutlery, Pottery and Glassware. He had a great
for the treat at the end, the parsad, or mohan bhoag, which
knack for promoting attractive items from the great potteries
were the holy offerings.
of UK.
When the family moved to Rosignol in 1939, Raman
Eventually Pratts closed down. However, in no time Raman
worked extremely hard in the fledgeling family shop from an
secured employment at Debenhams in Croydon, as manager
early age, delivering goods in a heavy carrier bike to customers
of a department that was similar to Pratts, but with a larger
at Blairmont for several hours, two to three days a week.
volume of sales. He led a busy life there. Christmas time was
He was an expert at wrapping up parcels of flour, sugar, and
exceptionally busy and exciting. This work was right up his
Raman & Lottie on their wedding day in 1951
salt in preparation for busy selling in the shop to customers
street.
were keen to modernise. The wedding ceremony was held at
on Saturday. Much credit must go to him for building up that
After some years he and few other colleagues were made
their house in Regent Street. Guests were seated on chairs,
business to be the biggest in West Coast Berbice. It sold a wide
redundant, and Raman found employment as a Civil Servant
and food was served on ceramic plates, not on the traditional
range of goods, including furniture, radios, and bicycles.
at the government Department of Health and Social Services
puraine leaves.
He was keen on fixing things, and good with electrical
office at Streatham. There he enjoyed several years of working
The groom was dressed as a prince in an achkan, a long
items. He was also a good salesperson, popular in the area, and ‘Nehru’ coat, and churidar trousers. He wore a turban with a
close to home until his retirement.
made many contacts through selling radios.
He was highly active for many years as a leading member
jewel and a plume stuck to the front. The bride was in a saree,
After primary school at Rosignol, he studied at Berbice
in the Sai Baba movement of devotees in London. He was
with veil over her head. Their photo made the papers the next
High School in New Amsterdam. He enjoyed his daily trip to
personally blessed with interview darshan and gifts from Sai
day.
High School, which took some traveling time. First there was
Baba himself when he visited Puttaparthi, Sai Baba’s Ashram
The groom’s party, or baraat, all wore turbans. Swami
the walk to the
near Bengaluru in India on
Advaitananda and
ferry at Rosignol
three separate occasions.
Brahmchari were
stelling, then the
Raman was a gifted singer,
special guests later that
ferry trip to New
and an expert at playing the
afternoon, who the
Amsterdam, and
harmonium.
couple met previously in
finally, the walk
Also, he was a naturally
Trinidad.
to High School
gifted designer. He has been
In 1953-1954, the
at the far end of
a diligent worker, never one
young couple started
Queenstown.
to put his feet up. He was
their married life with
On his return
very particular about details.
a store at Regent Street,
home, like every
As a hobby he did picture
Georgetown. It quickly
student from
framing. His store at Regent
developed into a smart
Blairmont and
Street Georgetown was
self-service store, one of
Rosignol, he
always sparklingly bright and
very few in the country.
caught the launch
colourful. His home remains
They sold household
Raman with dad, Pt Petambar Dindayal
to Blairmont,
beautiful, and the inside
hardware, kitchen ware,
where his brother met him with the bike to take him back to
could easily be described as a
cloth, and dress materials. Raman discovered
Rosignol.
‘mini palace’.
and introduced a new line of model planes
Raman became a teacher after obtaining his Cambridge
He was creative and
and boats. It was a very enterprising kind of
Senior School Certificate from Berbice High School in 1948.
great with his hands. He
goods to sell. It attracted a different type of
He was posted to Cotton Tree Primary school in West Coast
designed and built a number
customers. He struck up a good relationship
Berbice. In teaching he acquired a few skills, especially in
of ‘shrines’ for a few Hindu
with Graupner the German manufacturer and
Store on Regent St, Georgetown, 1962
communicating, and human relationships, that stood him in
temples to house the murtis,
exporter.
good stead in later life. Also, in teaching he made a number of
statues of Hindu deities, in stately and dignified fashion. The
Raman made many friends and enthusiasts interested in
good friends through regular meetings and training sessions
model planes. They were well-placed people in the government shrines at the stage of the temple of the Caribbean Hindu
all over the country. Some of those friendships have endured
Cultural Society at Brixton Hill in London were designed and
and in business. They would meet regularly to fly their model
until today.
crafted by Raman. The main one at the centre of the stage
planes at the Sea Wall, or at Ogle, and sail their model boats at
Raman was married in late 1951. Before their marriage he
the large pond at Kingston near the Sea Wall. When on holiday houses murtis of Lord Rama, Maa Sita, and Lakshman. That on
and fiancée Lottie went on a trip to Trinidad, their first by
the left houses Lord Krishna and Radhika. On the right, Lord
in UK, Raman entered a model plane display at Yeovil with
airplane, which was a novelty in those days. They enjoyed the
Shiva, and Maa Parvati. The murtis stand in divine dignity
radio-controlled planes.
company of friends in Trinidad, those of their parents with
receiving prayers from worshippers.
Business in Georgetown was humming away and
relations in San Fernando and in the South. They met the
Raman led an active life blessed with outstanding
flourishing when the riots came in 1962 and turned everything
Swamis from Bharat Sewa Ashram Sangha, who were visiting
upside-down. Many businesses in Water Street were burnt, and achievement in business, and in his religious community. He
that part of the world for the first time since the end of WWII. lots more everywhere were looted. Raman’s business was not
was blessed with a good life and a marriage of 70 years. He
There were four of Swamis; two later visited British Guiana, as
was the proud father four children, who have all done well:
spared.
Guyana was then known.
two sons and two daughters, grandfather of six, and great
When rioters attacked his store, he literally escaped with
The wedding was a joyous occasion with a couple of firsts.
grandfather of three.
his life. A rioter broke through the front door wielding an axe.
The couple were the children of two business friends. They
Well done, Raman!
Raman and wife Lottie ran to the back of the store, and out
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COVID-19: THE RECOVERY
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The CCJ at its Port-of-Spain headquarters; inset, Justice Adrian Saunders

CCJ meeting Covid-19 challenges
Port-of-Spain – Caribbean Court of Justice
President Justice Adrian Saunders said earlier
this week that despite the challenges posed by
Covid-19, the Trinidad-based court has continued to provide uninterrupted service, the
Caribbean Media Corporation reported.
Addressing the opening of the new court
term on Monday, Saunders said the CCJ will
always protect the rights of citizens in the
region. The court was established in 2005.
“We shall continue, fearlessly as always,
to advance the rule of law in the region; we
shall always protect the rights of the people,
and we shall strengthen the legal framework
underpinning the Caricom Single Market and
Economy,” Saunders said.
He added, “The CCJ is your court, and we
believe all citizens of Caricom must know how
their court works, and how what we do impacts
on you.”
The CCJ also serves as an international
tribunal interpreting the Revised Treaty of
Chaguaramas that governs the regional inte-

gration movement.
Saunders noted that despite the challenges
created by the Covid-19 pandemic, the CCJ
continued to provide uninterrupted service
to the region, holding 55 hearings in its fullyvirtual courtroom.
He said that in the past year, the first-ever
case initiated by one Caricom member State
against another was filed in the court’s Original
Jurisdiction.
In the Original Jurisdiction, the court
decides on issues related to the CSME relating
to the freedom of movement of labour, goods,
services, capital, and establishment.
Saunders said the CCJ has also been
engaged in other noteworthy deliverables,
including the finalisation of Judicial Discipline
Regulations to accompany the revised Judicial
Code of Conduct, which was adopted in 2020,
and the implementation of a Monitoring and
Evaluation Framework to measure the progress of the execution of the court’s five-year
strategic plan.

From Page 1
Health by introducing a targeted testing program, at the direction of local medical officers
of health, in areas where rates of transmission
are high. Ontario’s plan is focused on minimising disruption and maximising safe, in-class
learning, supported by major improvements in
mechanical ventilation and 70,000 HEPA and
other ventilation devices in learning spaces.”
While vaccines and
existing classroom prevention strategies – such
as masking, cohorting, and daily symptom screening measures
– remain key defences
against Covid-19, screening and testing also
remain important tools
in protecting against the
spread.
In addition, last month
2021 the Ministry of
Education launched a
targeted, PCR-based selfcollection pilot for vaccinated high school students identified as highKieran
risk close contacts of a
confirmed case of Covid-19 to support testing
participation and a timely return to school.
Limiting the spread of Covid-19 is critical to
ensuring that schools and childcare centres
remain safe and open to support working
families.
“Targeted asymptomatic screening has the
potential to detect cases in schools earlier and
reduce the risk of outbreaks and closures, particularly in communities across the province
that have a high prevalence of active Covid-19
cases,” said Dr Kieran Moore, Chief Medical
Officer of Health.

Moore added: “Expanding access to rapid
antigen screening may be another way to
help keep schools safer, and students in the
classroom. I continue to encourage everyone
who has yet to get their first or second dose
of the Covid-19 vaccination to do so as soon
as you can to increase our level of community
immunity, and protect our students and young
Ontarians who are not yet eligible to receive
the vaccine.”
Responding to the government’s announcement,
a statement by Ontario
NDP Education critic
Marit Stiles noted that the
move has come too late.
“Many parents who
have been fighting for
rapid testing in schools
will be anxiously waiting
to see if their schools will
be included in the rollout of this strategy. They’re
desperate to prevent the
kind of disruptions and
turmoil their kids went
through last year,” the
statement noted.
Moore
According to the NDP,
Ontario Premier Doug Ford should have used
every available tool to keep kids safe and keep
schools safely open. Instead, it noted that Ford
delayed action until parents were forced to take
the initiative themselves, and then blocked
their efforts by taking the tests away.
“Ontario families deserve equitable access to
rapid testing in schools, and [the] announcement comes far later than it should have. Rapid
antigen tests are a common-sense tool to help
identify cases early and prevent outbreaks —
the Chief Medical Officer of Health said so
himself,” the NDP noted.

Ontario moves to keep schools safer
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condominium (condo) lifestyle can be alluring. There is no need to worry
about the day-to-day maintenance that comes with owning a home, such
as shoveling snow and fixing roof shingles. Modern condominiums offer
high calibre amenities, from theatres to car washing stations. Many refer to condo
living as breezy, but sometimes a breeze can turn into a storm.
A condo is defined as a building where the units are individually-owned, and
any common areas such as the roof, passageway and elevators, and so on, share
in joint ownership. Joint ownership requires rules, and all condos have bylaws to
follow.
The owners will meet every year and elect a panel among themselves to oversee the condominium. The panel will appoint a management company. The law
indicates that management must provide a report that entails the state of all the
common areas and the cost of future repairs. For example, if the roof needs to
be changed in five years at a cost of half a million dollars, then that money must
be saved in a reserve fund. Condos have a monthly association fee, which partly
gets dispersed into a reserve for future repairs, and the other portion is used for
day-to-day management.
I remember an incident where the president of a condo used his influence to
elect his friends. The funds were mismanaged, and eventually every unit owner
paid an additional special assessment fee of $36,000 to cover cost of repairs.
Banks refused to give mortgages on new purchases, and with the looming problem, many owners decided to sell. Prices plummeted. It is paramount to attend
management meetings and know what is happening.
The bylaws of the condo along with the reserve fund study are part of a special
report called the status certificate. The buyer’s lawyer will review it to ensure that
the reserve fund is adequate. The certificate reveals any concerns of the condo,
for example if there are any pending lawsuits, or increases in maintenance fees.
Lawyers do not review the bylaws, which may differ from building to building;
for instance, if the building is pet free, and the new owners have pets. Failing to
comply with the bylaws can result in stiff financial penalties. One of the bylaws addresses the quiet enjoyment of all occupants, and noise complaints. I recall an incident where a few friends got together for a social gathering, and the neighbours
were disturbed. The board slapped the unit owner with a fee of $750 penalty.
Condominiums have insurance, but this is not adequate for the suite owner.
The building insurance covers what happens outside the suite. A broken hose for
example, can result in water damages to many units, and cost of repairs could be
colossal. Owners should have adequate liability and content insurance.
Planning on modernising the suite requires the approval from management.
Every condo has rules on renovations. Typically, construction can only be done at
certain times, minimising the disturbance to others. Removal of construction materials through the use of the elevators may require a potential damage deposit.
Some condos have stipulations on the type of materials to be used. In an adult
lifestyle building, for example, the bylaws only allow for carpeting. Anything that is
considered as common elements should not be tampered with, and that includes
the unit doors. I recall an incident where the unit owner installed a door stopper on
the entry door. The condominium management removed it, and billed the owner
$500.
With skyrocketing home prices, many are choosing to live in condominiums. It
is imperative that buyers review the status certificate before purchase so that they
are familiar with what they can or cannot do. For those who are currently living
in a condo, know your management, and remember you have a right to oversee
the management as well. Attend all the meetings, and if there is a pressing issue,
address it.
Condo living can be carefree when residents care about the well being of other
unit owners. Get involved in the day-to-day management; talk to other unit owners, and develop a collective pride of ownership. A well-managed building with
strong reserve funds and low maintenance fees has many advantages.
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Judge Karen Gopee mindful of history, culture, & her judicial role
By Dhanpaul Narine
aren Gopee was born in Tunapuna, in east Trinidad,
from working-class parents. She rose to become one
of the first Indo-Caribbean Judges in New York, and is
now on the threshold of achieving another first: elected to the
Supreme Court.
Karen has always been mindful of her history and culture.
She speaks constantly of her Trinidad and Tobago background,
and the struggles of her family for a better life. Her mom is
Basmatee and her dad is Prakash Gopee. Karen is the eldest of
three girls.
The family migrated to New York in 1973, and settled in
Brooklyn. She went to public schools. Her first school was PS 7
and Junior High School 171, all in the same building. Favourite
subjects were History and Mathematics. Karen did well, and
was offered several scholarships, but she chose Franklin K. Lane
High School. It proved to be a good choice.
According to Karen, the school “had an amazing honours
program, and they had a law program that many schools did
not have in New York City. There was a court room in the
building in which we were able to do mock trials. It gave me
opportunities I would not have had anywhere else. I was able to
do internships at different law firms.”
Karen was impressed with Alan Singer, the history teacher
that was involved in civil rights. Why did Karen gravitate to
Law? She pointed out that she was always interested in the
discipline.
Growing up in a minority immigrant neighbourhood
opened her eyes to the realities of poverty, and the problems
that resulted from deprivation. They include spousal abuse,
alcoholism, immigration, drug issues, among others.
She knew victims and defendants and women that struggled
to cope with domestic violence and not being able to speak out.
These behaviours motivated Karen to study Law so she could
help her community.
When she saw any forms of injustice, it made her interested
in the issues of the day, and to lend her voice for justice.
Karen did well at Franklin K. Lane, and was accepted to
Binghamton University in upstate New York to study Law. She
graduated with her degree in 1993.
Binghamton gave Karen the opportunity to see how different
cultures interacted and how dynamic the mosaic could be in

K
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Judge Karen Gopee
America. She spent her summers in Trinidad, and was able to
see at first hand the culture there, and to meet with her family.
After Binghamton, Karen was articled to various Law firms,
and then she earned a full scholarship to St John’s University,
in New York. She graduated in 1997, and went straight into the
District Attorney’s office in Brooklyn.
There is no doubt that 1997 was a great year for Karen.
“I graduated in May, took the Bar Exam, got married, and
then got a job in the DA’s office, all in 1997,” she says.
Karen stayed with the DA’s office for eight years. She was
the only South Asian in the office. The legal field was maledominated, and she stood out. It was a struggle to feel accepted
and to belong.
A typical day involved looking through files, standing in

front of a judge fighting cases, from minor to serious offences,
with a rotation from every six to nine months.
Karen specialised in domestic violence and crimes against
children. She developed a wealth of experience in the DA’s office.
She moved to Queens Court in 2005, and was assigned to
four judges. She worked for them for about a year, and then a
position came up to work in Brooklyn for Judge Alex Calabrese.
This assignment was multi-dimensional in nature and allowed
her to get people’s lives back on track.
Karen blossomed in this job. She was able to start bridging
programs with the police and the community, to plan gang
diversion programs, and she worked with schools to help students get more opportunities, while at the same time, reinforcing positive images and messages.
This helped Karen to build a fantastic résumé, and it caught
the attention of Judge Calabrese who encouraged her to think
of being a Judge. It occurred to her that she was doing the job
of a Judge without the title. Karen duly applied and she underwent a series of interviews before being appointed a Judge by
Mayor de Blasio in 2015.
It was a huge achievement for Karen and her community. It
gave her the opportunity to mentor and to be a powerful role
model to others.
Judge Karen Gopee leads a busy lifestyle. She was recently
nominated by the Democratic Club in Queens to be on the ballot to be selected as a Supreme Court Judge for Queens County.
There are ten candidates, and the top six will be selected. It
looks good for Judge Gopee.
Over the years, she was inspired by many wonderful persons. There is her mother. who stood out in every room. She
was strong and enduring, and she supported her husband. She
instilled in her family the importance of honesty, hard work,
and sacrifice.
There is also Judge Calabrese, an amazing mentor and
friend, who gave Karen the opportunity to expand her talents,
and to reach for the stars.
Karen’s greatest role is being a mother. She dotes on her
children, learns from them, and would like to see a world where
the lives of children are filled with love. There is no doubt that
Karen Gopee would make an excellent Judge on the Supreme
Court, and we wish her well.
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Pandit Shekhar Persaud (left) with
Acharya Arun Gossai

The procession on Liberty Avenue
with Lord Ganesh

Ganesh in His resplendent form
(Photos by Dhanpaul Narine)

Pandit Narad Gosine from T&T (left),
with Pandit Shekhar Persaud

New Yorkers hold procession to mark celebration of Ganesh Chaturthi

T

he day will come soon when New York will witness
the spectacle of Lord Ganesh sitting resplendent in
His chariot with thousands following Him. It will
happen, and it will take place on Liberty Avenue, in New York.
It will happen because the Lord has willed it, and we, His
instruments, will work to bring about that glorious day.
The Grace of Divine, Sai Gurukula, will be the organisation
that will be chosen to take Sri Ganesh’s divine name to all
corners of the planet.
Lord Ganesh mesmerises. He leads the way, smoothens
the path, and provides wisdom. He has ears that listen to the
world of problems, and he discriminates. He bestows intellect
to dispel the darkness, and usher in the clear stream of reason.
The Grace of Divine, Sai Gurukula, under the distinguished

leadership of Pandit Shekhar Persaud, held this year’s
observances at the Arya Spiritual Ground, as it had done in the
past.
Sri Hanumanta Rao, from India, performed the rituals, after
which Pandit Narad Gosine read wonderfully from the sacred
scriptures. It is a testimony to Pandit Shekhar’s vision that the
Sai Gurukula has invited prominent luminaries to share their
knowledge.
The Saturday evening’s presentation was given by a young
stalwart, Acharya Arun Gossai. He is from the Bhuvaneshwar
Mandir, and is no stranger to the Sai Gurukula. Acharya Arun
Gossai left an unforgettable message on the power of devotion.
The highlight of the observances was the parading of Lord
Ganesh in the community to be followed by the immersion

of His form. This was done in simple, yet grand style, and
according to the rituals.
Pandit Shekhar Persaud thanked all, including Detective
Brenda Reddick of the 106 Precinct, and Naro Balli of the Arya
Spiritual Center. He said that next year will be bigger, once the
pandemic recedes.
Pandit Keran Dalliphchand spoke of the magnificent work
of the Sai Gurukula, and in particular the many contributions
of Pandit Shekar Persaud to involve the entire community in
the Sri Ganesh Utsav.
Pandit Keran also thanked all on ‘Jyoti Satsangh’, the longrunning Hindu program on Spectrum Cable, ITV Channel 77.
The address of God of Divine Sai Gurukula is 95-06 Van Wyck
Expressway, Jamaica NY 11419. (Dhanpaul Narine)

His Excellency, Chan Santokhi,
President of Surinam, addresses
New Yorkers; inset, radio personality
Herman Singh with the President
Suriname is lucky to have Albert Ramdin
as its Foreign Minister. He brings to the
job a wealth of experience, having served
as Assistant Secretary General of the
Organisation of American States.
Ramdin congratulated the young
people for their message. He called for
strong leadership, and suggested that
both Guyana and Suriname, “stand on
the verge of booming into more developed economies, and
that both countries should work together. President Santokhi
and [President Irfan Ali] of Guyana have a partnership and a
friendship, so together we can do a lot more. This is a time to
invest and to show solidarity.”
President Santokhi thanked all, including the host
Anand Jagessar. He singled out the role of the diaspora in
the Netherlands, and in New York, for their tremendous
contribution in helping his party to secure victory in the
elections.
As he noted, “[We] took over the government 14 months
ago. We took over a tremendous financial crisis. We took over
where the Covid-19 crisis was already spreading. The effect of
these crises has a strong impact on the community. But we also
have a debt crisis and we must not forget the crisis in social
values. We took all of these as a challenge. Our aim was to take
responsibility, show leadership, and to bring the crisis under

control, and bring back prosperity to our people.”
He added, “I am happy to report that after 14 months of
governing the country, we have the financial crisis under
control. We are providing help to people in this crisis. We are
giving back to the people. We have increased salaries across
the board.”
Santokhi also noted that the Covid-19 crisis remains
challenging, but was under control thanks to the international
community.
He added, “We are working very hard for the people,
around the clock. We need you to be a part of the policies of
planning for Suriname. My job as President is to work for the
young people. We are not working for the next election, but
for the next generation. We want a
stable economy and a stable exchange
rate, a country that is trustworthy in
the international community, and to
repair our image that was left behind
by the previous government. My job
is to restore trust and confidence
between the diaspora and the home
country. Our relationship with the
US is great.”
The ensuing applause was heard
all the way from Long Island to
Paramaribo. But there was more.
Santokhi, like a true statesman,
announced that from October 1,
2021 “[All] people born in Suriname,
and living abroad, can travel to
Suriname without any visa.”
Anand Jagessar, a strong supporter
of the Suriname government, is optimistic about its chances.
He said, “President Santokhi has repaired the damage done
by the previous government. His message is that Suriname
is open for business. There are challenges, including Covid19, but people have faith in the government, including the
business sector and the banks. The future looks promising with
President Santokhi guiding the ship.”
Santokhi urged all to take opportunities in the oil and gas
sector, and ended his address on a high note. He appointed
Anand Jagessar as Suriname’s Honorary Consul in New York,
to public acclaim. Jagessar is most suitably qualified for this
position.
One felt, in the presence of Santokhi, that Suriname is in
good hands. He inspires confidence and teamwork. He is a
visionary that will lift all classes in his country, and implement
practical policies, in keeping with the ideals of participatory
democracy.

Promising future for Suriname with Santokhi at the helm

By Dhanpaul Narine
e strode into the building as an imposing figure.
The ovation and applause spoke about a man that
was simple and unassuming, who knew what had
to be done, and was prepared to take on the responsibility of
governance in a hurry.
This man who commands the respect of the world is
President Chandrikapersad Santokhi of Suriname.
The accolades are well-deserved. Santokhi has earned
his way to the top. He was born into a working-class Indian
family, the youngest of nine children. He studied at the Police
Academy in the Netherlands, and in 1991 he was appointed
Commissioner of Police in Suriname.
As Police Commissioner, Santokhi was no-nonsense and
incorruptible. He ran the police force with a tight fist, and with
transparency. He was called the ‘Sheriff ’ by former President
Desi Bouterse.
It was natural that, at some stage, Santokhi would gravitate
to politics. In 2011, he became the Chairman of the VHP,
the Progressive Reform Party. He worked hard to re-fashion
the image of the party to include the diversity of the country,
and in July 2020, the hard work paid off. Chan Santokhi
was elected as President of Surinam. It was an impressive
achievement.
As the world knows, he celebrated the moment with the
recitation of Sanskrit shlokas, that had Indian Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, swooning in delight. President Santokhi was
invited to be the Chief Guest at the India Day Parade in New
Delhi that brought India and the Caribbean closer.
The first ship from India to land in Suriname with Indian
immigrants was the Lalla Rookh on February 26, 1873. There
are at least 27 ethnic groups in Suriname, with the Indo
and Afro-Surinamese, accounting for over 70 percent of the
population.
In 2013, when Santokhi visited New York, a number of
persons met and greeted him. They included Herman Singh,
Roy Dhanraj Singh, Babloe Shankar, Pandit Chunelall Narine,
Dhanpaul Narine, and the hard-working and dedicated Anand
Jagessar, among others.
They gave tangible support, and Santokhi returned to
Suriname with renewed vigor and energy to take on the
elections. He returned to New York as President in 2021 to
thank the diaspora, and to outline his vision for Suriname. It
was a splendid occasion.
There were speeches from a number of young persons.
Kailash Jagessar, Ayush Gajadein, and Pooja Mahabier called
for inclusion of policies for business and education. They
wanted President Santokhi to tap into the talents of young
people in the diaspora.

H
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Immersive journey into Caribbean’s history at the AGO
Toronto – An immersive journey into the complex history,
beauty, and landscape of the Caribbean is now underway at the
Art Gallery of Ontario.
Titled Fragments of Epic Memory, this is an exhibition that
encounters the Caribbean via its artistic imagination, history,
and landscape, and is loosely chronological, highlighting the
arrival of commercial photography to the region in the 1840s,
and the impact of the post-emancipation period into the
present, with artworks by modern and contemporary artists.
Alongside the new and celebrated works by modern and
contemporary artists of Caribbean descent, Fragments of
Epic Memory also features a selection of images from the
AGO’s celebrated Montgomery Collection of Caribbean
Photographs. Featuring paintings, sculpture, photographs and
time-based media by more than 30 artists with Caribbean ties
to the region, it is curated by Julie Crooks, Curator, Arts of
Global Africa and the Diaspora.
The exhibition also invites visitors to explore the Caribbean
region’s artistic imagination via a dynamic line-up of talks,
events, and performances.

Diaspora Must Reads
Covid-19 and Health System
Segregation in the US

G

uyanese-born Dr Prem Misir’s latest book, Covid19 and Health System Segregation in the US, is a
study of the segregated health system in the US using
epidemiological evidence from the Covid-19 pandemic.
It is published by Springer International Publishing, and
highlights and suggests remedies for the racial and ethnic
health disparities confronting
people of colour amid Covid-19 in
the US.
Misir is a former ProChancellor of the University of
Guyana. He is also the Former
Vice-Chancellor of the University
of Fiji; Pro Vice-Chancellor,
Solomon Islands Campus, and
Professor and Head, School of
Public Health, the University of the
South Pacific (Immediate Past).
Prem Misir
According to the publisher’s
website, Covid-19 and Health System Segregation explores
possibly potent pathways for dismantling systemic racism, the
white racial frame, and racialised social systems in the US.
In his text, Misir utilises evidence to demonstrate how racial
and ethnic health disparities are even worse than Covid-19. He
notes that as has occurred in the past, like other viruses, the
coronavirus will dissipate at some point; however, disparities
will persist if the US legislative and economic engines do
nothing.
Misir also argues for a national commission of inquiry into
the disproportionate devastation that has fallen on people
of colour in the US with Covid-19. Also, he notes that the
pandemic may be a signature event and an opportunity to
trigger action to end racial and ethnic health disparities.

In Paul Anthony Smith’s Untitled, 7 Women (2019) on
Two new artworks commissioned by the Art Gallery of
loan from the Hott Collection, the artist employs a unique
Ontario are a highlight of the exhibition. At five metres tall,
technique called ‘picotage’, obscuring his subjects with textural
Moko Jumbie is a new sculpture by British-Trinidadian artist
geometric patterns that mimic ornate Caribbean architectural
Zak Ové. It is inspired by aspects of African masquerade and
elements.
Trinidad and Tobago’s Carnival, and features a masked figure
Charles Campbell’s sculpture Maroonscape 1: Cockpit
adorned in antique glass beads, cowbells, and gold Air Jordan
Archipelago (2019), a
sneakers, while standing atop
futuristic topographic
towering stilts.
sculpture of Jamaica’s
Moko Jumbie is welldistinctive cockpit region
known in Trinidad and
and its accompanying
Tobago’s folklore as a
soundscape Maroonscape 2:
guardian that travelled
Yet Every Child (2020), are
to the region to protect
an ode to the region where
enslaved peoples from evil.
the Maroon peoples found
The figure blends African
and successfully maintained
diasporic mythologies: in
refuge from enslavement.
Central Africa, ‘Moko’ refers
For Campbell, this
to a healer, while ‘Jumbie’
region and its history are a
means spirit, a term used
model for a Caribbean city
throughout the Caribbean
of the future – a place of
to denote this supernatural
resourcefulness, autonomy,
entity. Since the early 1900s,
and community.
Moko Jumbie has been a
The exhibition concludes
key performative figure at
Paul Anthony Smith. Untitled, 7 Women, 2019. Unique with a diptych by Dominican
Carnival celebrations in
picotage on inkjet print, coloured pencil, spray paint Republic artist Firelei Báez,
Trinidad and Tobago, and
on museum board, 101.6 × 127 cm. The Hott Collection, entitled Adjusting the Moon
across the wider Caribbean.
New York. © Paul Anthony Smith, Image courtesy of the (the right to non-imperative
Also making its debut is
artist & Jack Shainman Gallery, New York.
clarities): Waxing and Adjusting
Toronto-based artist Sandra
the Moon (the right to non-imperative clarities): Waning (both
Brewster’s moving portrait of her mother, a large-scale photo
2019).
transfer on wood entitled Feeding Trafalgar Square (2021). The
Also making a debut as part of Fragments of Epic Memory
latest in a series of photographic tributes to her Guyanese-born
is a selection of historical photographs from the AGO’s
parents, Brewster’s blue-tinged image bridges past and present,
Montgomery Collection of Caribbean Photographs that
turning a joyful moment into a moving meditation on what it
includes studio portraits, landscapes, scenes of bustling
means to be displaced.
markets, labour, industry, and tourist views.
Along with the recent and celebrated works by modern
A small part of the Collection’s 3,500 images, these
and contemporary artists of Caribbean descent, the exhibition
photographs highlight the work of a range of mainly European
also features a selection of images from the AGO’s eminent
and American photographers who were drawn to the region.
Montgomery Collection of Caribbean Photographs.
Shedding light on the monumental changes taking place
Bridging modernism and geography, it features artworks
in the Caribbean during the latter part of the 19th century,
by Guyanese-born painters Sir Frank Bowling and Aubrey
these photographs are a visual archive of the colonial legacies
Williams. Bowling’s monumental painting Middle Passage
inherited by modern and contemporary artists and their
(1970), on loan from the National Gallery of Canada, situates
descendants.
faint maps of Africa and the Americas atop an abstract sea of
“The story of the Caribbean and its artists isn’t one story,
yellow and red paint, reminiscent of the Guyanese flag.
but a range of histories and voices and lived experiences, best
Similarly, Williams combines abstraction and the
understood through the interplay of them all. Titled after an
iconography of the Indigenous Caribs in his painting Carib
essay by Derek Walcott, and opening with a poem by Kamau
Form (1962). These works are accompanied by paintings by
Braithwaite, this exhibition owes much to them and the other
Cuban surrealist Wifredo Lam, and Trinidadian Sybil Atteck.
post-war Caribbean writers,” said Crooks.
More than 30 artists are represented in this exhibition,
She added, “Toronto is also home to one of the world’s
which includes photographs by Vanley Burke and Robert
largest Caribbean communities, and the presence of local
Charlotte, paintings by Leasho Johnson, and multi-media
artists like Sandra Brewster, Natalie Wood, and Vancouver’s
works by Suchitra Mattai, and Andrea Chung.
Charles Campbell is a significant part of the transnational
Combining digital animation and found photographs,
Trinidadian artist Rodell Warner’s video prints bring into three story we’re telling.”
Fragments of Epic Memory is free for AGO Members,
dimensions historic scenes, challenging the supposed idyllic
holders of the $35 Annual Pass, and visitors aged 25 and
nature of their settings. Adjacent to these, Ebony Patterson’s
under, and is included in General Admission. Admission to
multi-channel video installation three kings weep…. (2018),
the AGO requires advance booking of a timed-entry ticket. For
a recent AGO acquisition, unfolds its slow and monumental
more details on how to book tickets, visit ago.ca.
reflection on performances of Black masculinities.

Good leadership will uplift us if the ‘creeps’ do not rise

C

anada is a country blessed in many ways. The recent
general election in which Justin Trudeau was elected
for the third time as Liberal Prime Minister is a prime
example of same.
I am pleased to say that I have lived in Canada for a
significant number of
years during my adult
life with a progressive
Bernard
Liberal government at
Heydorn
the helm of Canadian
politics. During that
time Pierre Trudeau,
Justin’s father, was Prime
Minister for over 15 years – four terms, three majority and one
minority (1968-1984). Justin Trudeau now has three terms, six
years, with a mandate for four more years. Very few countries
can have such good fortune.
The Trudeaus and the Liberal governments have guided
us in the second half of the 20th century, and now in the
21st century, democratically elected, providing a just society,
multicultural, secure, living in peace and prosperity, a place
where we can raise our children, knowing that the State will
have our safety and welfare at heart.
We have become an example to the world. The alliance
of the Federal parties like the NDP and the Greens share the
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same goals for the country such as democracy, freedom, social
justice, health care, climate control, anti-racism, equality of
sexes, care of the elderly, concern for the rest of humanity,
economic stability, universal education, peace-keeping,
housing development and more.
The above parties represent
clearly the vast majority of
the population as evident in
the votes they receive. These
leaders and those who voted
for them have ensured that the
stewardship of our country
is in good hands. We had a
choice in the last election – to
vote for life or death!
As we have seen in the
current Covid-19 pandemic,
the spread of the virus in
the western Conservative
Pierre Trudeau
provinces like Alberta,
Saskatchewan, and British Columbia has far outpaced the other
provinces. Their leaders have ignored the science and common
sense, playing on the politics of economics, misinformation,
misguidance, and elements of Trumpism from the US.
Little do folks realise that when they cast their vote, they

may be casting it for their own life or death. You can draw a
straight line from the rabid Conservative right to the rabbit
hole that citizens can fall into.
The majority of Canadians voted with common sense and
for the common good. They have done so without violence,
without intimidation, without
rocks and stones, without
blocking and attacking
health and other workers
from attending to their
legitimate jobs. For that, the
vast majority, law abiding
Canadians, are very grateful.
Hopefully, laws will soon
be brought into force at both
the Provincial and Federal
levels to criminalise violent
behaviours as were seen
during the election campaign,
Justin Trudeau
so that our country can remain
proud and free.
Justin Trudeau and his Liberal government will continue
to lead and support us through health and prosperity in our
world today, tomorrow, and the foreseeable future, if the sun
still shines and the “creeps” don't rise.
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Water, water nowhere: not a drop to drink

On the brink, thirsty residents hit the streets in south
Port-of-Spain – There were angry, urgent protests for water family, friend, or standpipe I could find. Right now, with the
in south Trinidad last week, with Penal residents noisily pound- heat, the animals drinking more water,” he said.
Resident Tara Bridgemohan said with the threat of Covid-19,
ing on empty kegs and barrels, and Rio Claro homeowners
setting fire to used tires that blocked access to mains streets in she too was afraid for her family.
“How can we clean and wash if there is no water? We deserve
the area.
Pounding on empty water kegs with sticks, Penal residents water just as people in any other area,” she said.
In response to the crisis, Water and Sewerage Authority
chanted, “We want water! What we want? Water!”
One irate resident, Siew Rampersad, said life had become officials promised to bring relief. In a statement, it said there
were three different ruptures
increasingly difficult for the
on the transmission pipelines
residents of Teemul Trace,
at Barrackpore and St John,
Naipalia Trace, Goodman
which occurred over two
Trace, and parts of Clarke
weeks.
Road, Digity, Wilson Road,
“Repairs were completed
Rock Road, and the SS Erin
on September 28, and the serRoad with the water crisis.
vice is being normalised to the
“In some areas, people have
affected areas,” the statement
no water for months. In other
said.
areas they are getting twice a
Meanwhile, last week also
month, but when they open the
saw frustrated residents of Rio
valve, the water falling slow. If
Claro staging a fiery protest
you put a bucket there, it will
on the streets while calling on
fill up by next Christmas,” he
Irate Penal residents protesting for water last week WASA to fix the area’s water
said.
Rampersad added, “Covid-19 is here, and they want you to supply.
Angry residents took to the streets in protest, heaping used
wash your hands. But how you will wash your hands, sanitise,
tires near Campbell Street Junction that were then set on
and clean, if you have no water?”
Along with the dry spell and scorching temperatures, Penal fire. The protests triggered a massive traffic pileup along the
residents said the lack of water has not only impacted negatively Naparima/Mayaro Road leading into Rio Claro.
Member of Parliament for Mayaro Rushton Paray said that
on their households, but has also affected food crops and livewhile he did not condone blockages of the street and fiery prostock.
One farmer, Rampersad Lalchan, said he had taken to scout- tests, at the same time he sympathised with the residents, many
ing for taps with flowing water to fill up empty kegs to keep his of whom have had dry taps for over two months.
Paray said over 12,000 residents from 26 communities in his
30 cows hydrated.
“I drive around a five-mile radius searching for water by any constituency have been without water. It was later made worse

TT consumes most sugar drinks in the region

Port-of-Spain – Taking the lead from one of its unofficial
slogans “Sweet TnT”, it was revealed last week that Trinidad and
Tobago has the highest rate of consumption of sugar-sweetened
beverages in the Caribbean.
Along with what is notably a national sweet-tooth, it was also
revealed the annual cost of treating non-communicable diseases
associated with such a large volume of sugar consumption is
(US) $23 million.
The data were revealed during a webinar, The Bitter Side
of Sugar Sweetened Beverage Consumption: Utilising Fiscal
Policy to address Sugar Sweetened Beverage Consumption in the
Caribbean, which was hosted by
the Health Economics Unit of the
Centre for Health Economics, at the
UWI in St Augustine.
Professor Surujpaul Teelucksingh
of the Department of Clinical
Medical Sciences also noted that
obesity remained an epidemic in
Trinidad and Tobago.
He said obesity was measured
using the body mass index (BMI),
and more recently waist circumference. He noted that over 25 percent
of the nation’s population was obese,
and another 30 percent overweight;
15 percent of children were obese,
with another 20 percent overweight.
Teelucksingh said the BMI scale
did not consider different ethnicities. However, he noted the
BMI above which disease risk increases exponentially for an
Indian woman is 22, while it was 30 for a Caucasoid woman.
Additionally, the risk for Chinese and Black women falls
between these two at 24 and 28 respectively.
For the men, a BMI of 22 for an Indian man is equivalent to
a BMI of 30 for a Caucasoid man, with Chinese and Black men
at a BMI of 26, he said.
“If we do not take ethnicity into account, we will miss the
diagnosis. There has been a 300 percent increase in childhood
obesity between 2001 and 2011 in Trinidad and Tobago, while
in the region, we are fifth in terms of obesity prevalence,” he
said.
Teelucksingh said the recommended daily allowance of
sugar was 24 grams, but a small soft drink contains 32 grams,
a 20-ounce cola contains 70 grams, a fruit juice/drink contains
32.8 grams, and a milkshake contained 21-30 grams.
Argentina Institute for Clinical Effectiveness and Health
Policy co-ordinator Dr Andrea Alcaraz said a study on the economic burden of disease of Sugar-Sweetened Beverages con-
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sumption in Argentina, Brazil, El Salvador, and Trinidad and
Tobago showed that nationals in the latter country consumed
on average one SSB per day.
She said in 2020, 49,718 occurrences of diseases as diabetes (44,125), cardiac disease (1,974), cerebrovascular disease
(1,116), musculoskeletal (651), renal (1,535), asthma (77), and
others (244), as well as 386 deaths, could be attributed to SSB
consumption.
She said Trinidad and Tobago’s health system spends (US)
$23 million annually on care for diseases resulting from SSB
consumption.
HEU Centre for Health Economics’
Dr Kimberly-Ann Gittens-Baynes
said SSB consumption in Trinidad
and Tobago is the highest in the
world, with an average of 20 ounces
per day, especially in men 20-39. She
said Trinidad and Tobago had a death
rate of 3.55 percent as a percentage of
the population, while the other countries had 0.01 percent (Argentina),
0.01 percent (Brazil), and 1.5 percent
(El Salvador).
Gittens-Baynes said estimated
costs associated with SSB consumption were (TT) $156 billion.
Trinidad and Tobago NCD
Alliance director Laura Roberts-Hall
said governments need to provide an
enabling environment through policy development, taxation,
incentives, and mass education campaigns, to reduce the use
of SSBs.
“We need a food manufacturing industry that recognises
the importance of reformulation, with less sugar being added
to beverages, smaller portion sizes, healthier beverage options,
and most importantly, front of package warning labels,” she said.
Additionally, “Our population needs to change its behaviour
and reduce the frequency and consumption of SSBs. We need
to inform and empower the population to demand healthier
and affordable food and beverages, with parents and individuals choosing healthier beverage options for their families and
themselves.”
Chronic Disease Research Centre director Prof Simon
Anderson said a burden is placed on the economies of smallisland developing States when people die young. This is a time
when they are most economically active, he said.
Governments need to look at taxes as a way to reduce SSB
consumption, he said, adding many people switched to fruit
drinks instead of sodas not realising they were also sugary SSBs.

South farmers get ready to hunt for livestock water
by truckers who stopped distributing water because of nonpayment of salaries.
Said Paray: “The situation is overbearing and they have
decided to show their disgust against WASA and its poor provision of water in the constituency. I do not support any type of
activity like that. I understand the nature of the frustration.”
He added, “There is silence from WASA, and there is no
water truck service. Contractors are holding back their services
because of non-payment of water. It is a horrid situation, and I
am calling on WASA to communicate immediately and let residents know which projects will be executed in the short term to
alleviate this crisis.”

Govt: Delta has landed

Port-of-Spain – The government of Trinidad and Tobago
last week confirmed that the Covid-19 Delta has arrived at the
level of community spread.
According to Chief Medical Officer Dr Roshan Parasram,
confirmation came following the discovery of more positive
cases that revealed no apparent travel history among the infected. Consequently, health officials declared that the Delta variant
was at its early stages in communities.
“We’re seeing now that the Delta variant is reaching to the
stage that it can be stated that it is
in community spread,” Parasram
said.
There were six additional Delta
cases last week, with five showing
no travel-related component, he
added.
“[We] can clearly say that
we are in a stage of community
spread of Delta, albeit in the early
stages,” he declared.
Parasram also continued with
the government’s messaging
regarding acquiring vaccinations
Roshan Parasram
while reminding nationals to exercise vigilance and to observe
public health regulations.
“I think the main thing we need to focus on at this point is
really getting those vaccination numbers across the country up
as quickly as we can, especially in light [that] the Delta variant
[is at the community spread stage],” Parasram said.
Among the Delta cases announced were an unvaccinated
minor who recently travelled to Trinidad from New York, and
another infected minor with no apparent travel history, the
Health Ministry revealed.
The new infections brought the total number of local Delta
cases to 17, with eight originating in the population. Out of
these new cases, four were related to other, previous Covid-19
positives, Parasram said.
He also noted that the results of the gene sequencing process
for local cases, by which variants are detected, are conducted by
UWI, and take up to three weeks to become available.
“So, they would have been contacts of other positive cases,
those cases themselves have not been Delta as yet, and testing is
ongoing,” Parasram said.
Additionally, he noted that once sequencing is complete, the
cases are “likely” to return positive results for the Delta variant.
Parasram later stated that for one of the Delta cases to have
been picked by random sequencing, it must have been out in
the public “for some time”. The patients were asymptomatic, but
were linked through contact tracing to the other positive cases,
which have not yet been confirmed as Delta cases, he said.
“So, out of the five there was one case that was basically a
stand-alone… where we are continuing the epidemiological
investigation,” he said.
Additionally, “There were two related to one case, and
another two in another geographic location related to another
case, not known Delta”.
In locations throughout the country, the county of Victoria
last week continued to have the highest pool of Covid-19 cases
locally. Then, Victoria accounted for 26.7 percent of local cases,
although Parasram also noted, “[They] do have quite a highly
populated area as well, so there is a large number of people in
that particular county”.
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BOLLYWOOD MASALA MIX

The Golden Years of Indian Cinema

Madhumati keeps the spirit of a simple tale
Movie review: Madhumati
seen Madhumati, anyone who watched Farah Khan’s Om
By Filmi Geek
Shanti Om knows how that is going to turn out.
have a theory that as Bimal Roy sat in the editing room
Did you catch that? Madhumati not only has ghosts and
working on Kamal Amrohi’s Mahal, watching that
reincarnation going for it, but also the classic filmi device of
movie’s bizarre story take shape, he was thinking to
the purely coincidental doppelganger, a character who just
himself, “If I were telling this story, this movie would actually
happens to be an indistinguishable double of an unrelated
make some sense.”
character.
A little less than a decade later, the result of that thought
It almost starts to sound like a masala movie. It’s not, of
is Madhumati, a
course: Madhumati is
film that has nearly
too noir and dramatic
as much spiritual
in tone (despite
handwaving as
Johnny Walker’s best
its predecessor
efforts at levity) to
without any of the
be a masala film. But
mental illness, or
these masala elements
wackadoodle plot
are part of what
detours.
makes Madhumati
It is a much
so satisfyingly
simpler tale, less
entertaining, despite
weighed down by
the fact that I’m no
excess embellishment,
kind of Dilip Kumar
and as a consequence,
fan, and I really have
it is a much more
no patience for ghost
entertaining movie.
stories.
Madhumati is not
It is no matter
a mystery wrapped in
here, though, because
Dilip Kumar & Vyjayantimala in Madhumati
an enigma, but it is a ghost story wrapped in a reincarnation
Madhumati has a lot to redeem all of that. For instance, there
tale. This packaging is a stroke of genius on Bimal Roy’s part.
is Pran, who is as gloriously, sneeringly horrible as ever.
It turns a melancholy, tragic love story capped by murder and
Vyjayantimala is put to good use; the film has a number of
suicide into a parable of hope, a paean to the concept of souls
delightful folk-style songs that take charming advantage of her
eternally connected by bonds strong enough to transcend
dancing abilities. My favourite of these is Chadh gayo paapi
death.
bichua, with its lovely visual arrangements, making rotating
It allows you to leave the movie feeling content, even though peaks and stars out of the girls’ chunaris.
the characters you spent more than two hours getting to know
In general, Madhumati’s visuals are among its strengths. It
wind up senselessly dead; their spirits, and their love, live on in has its gothic, noirish moods, without being oppressive or selfa new pair of characters played by the same actors.
indulgent; there is plenty of frolicking in the forest to balance
Madhumati opens, like an Edward Bulwer-Lytton novel,
out the dark and creepy stuff.
on a dark and stormy night, with rain falling in torrents.
There are some wonderful shots of the countryside as well:
Devendra (Dilip Kumar), on his way to meet his wife and
village women lining up to collect water, picturesque terrace
new baby, is waylaid by a washed-out road. He seeks shelter
farms, or lush hillsides with cheerful wildlife, somewhat like
in a gloomy, looming mansion of the gothic variety, where
the Disney-song sort of stuff that comes later in Bees saal baad,
Devendra is beset by waves of déjà vu so powerful that they
but not trying quite as hard.
flood his mind in narrative form, and in flashback we receive
Madhumati does hint at some allegorical substance. There is
the story of Devendra’s pichle janam (previous birth).
tension between the zamindar and Madhumati’s father relating
Some decades before, Anand (also Dilip Kumar) comes to
to some prior dispute about land rights. The result is wellthe mansion as the manager to its owner, Ugra Narayan (Pran). defined territories that the villagers tend to respect; people
Once there he courts a girl from the nearby village, the titular
from this side of the river don’t visit that side of the river, and
Madhumati (Vyjayantimala).
vice versa.
Anand overcomes some resistance from Madhumati's father,
Anand, a classic filmi interloper – and not incidentally
but his insubordination to Ugra Narayan incites that jealous,
the only character in the film who wears Western clothes –
megalomaniacal zamindar to kidnap and eventually murder
represents a modernised, egalitarian ideal; he arrives on the
Madhumati.
scene and shows immediate contempt and disregard for this
Anand is haunted by the ghost of his love; the lilting phrases traditionally-defined knowing of one’s place.
of her melody Aaja re pardesi lure him to distraction much as
Anand goes wherever he wants in this land, shocking his
Madhubala’s Aayega, aayega drove Ashok Kumar’s midnight
servant, and annoying both Narayan and Madhumati’s father.
meanderings in Mahal.
Ultimately, though, not much comes of these quasi-political
Soon Anand encounters a real live girl, Madhavi (also
themes (although Madhumati’s father's distrust of Anand
Vyjayantimala), who happens to look exactly like Madhumati,
does set up a nice twist, whereby Madhumati gets to propose
and for a time it seems the apparitions are explained.
marriage to Anand, rather than the other way around).
Anand hatches a plan to use Madhavi, dressed as
Madhumati is mostly just what it appears to be: a
Madhumati, to put the fear of God into Ugra Narayan and
straightfoward tale of romance, haunting, reincarnation, and
extract a confession from the evil man. Even if you have not
love that endures across the veil of death.
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Birthday greetings, adoration wash on Lata’s shore

T

he legendary Lata
Mangeshkar turned 92 on
September 28, and was
celebrated by fans who poured
in wishes, and remembered her
glorious contribution to Indian
music. Celebrities also noted Lata’s
special day on social media.
Juhi Chawla posted a throwback
photo with Lata, stating, “A 100
trees for the legendary Lataji on her
birthday”.
Madhuri Dixit also took to social
media with birthday greetings in
Marathi, stating, “Happy birthday to
you @mangeshkarlata Didi”.
Fashion director Madhur
Bhandarkar also shared throwback
Madhur Bhandarkar
pictures, saying, “Wishing a very
Happy Birthday to @mangeshkarlata Tai, the voice that touches
every heart. Not a single day in my life goes without listening to
your songs. May Lord Ganesh bless you with a long and healthy
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life. #GoddessOfMusic”.
Veteran singer K.S. Chitra also
had a delightful tribute, saying,
“Here’s Wishing Legendary Singer
@mangeshkarlata Ji A Very Happy
Birthday”.
Indian Prime Minister Narendra
Modi also greeted Lata, tweeting,
“Birthday greetings to respected
Lata Didi. Her melodious voice
reverberates across the world. She is
respected for her humility & passion
for Indian culture. Personally,
her blessings are a source of great
strength. I pray for Lata Didi’s long
& healthy life”.
Lata’s repertoire is made up
of thousands of songs in many
pays his respects
languages over the span of her
singing career. She has received awards like the Padma
Bhushan and Bharat Ratna, and was also the recipient of the
French Legion Of Honour in 2009.

Sanjay Leela Bhansali

25 years later, Bhansali
is yet to leave the shoot

S

anjay Leela Bhansali has given definitions to visual
extravaganza and picturesque musicals with his
extraordinary storytelling. Known to perfect every aspect
of his filmmaking, the director has put global audiences in awe
of his cinema. Be it his first film Khamoshi: The Musical to his
last film Padmaavat, the director has given something new and
spectacular with every story.
Marking 25 years in the Hindi Film Industry, the director
has always been celebrated for his contribution to Indian
cinema. In a recent conversation, Bhansali shared the story
behind becoming a director.
Going back all the way to his childhood memories about
watching a shoot for the very first time, he says: “I remember
when I was a four-year-old kid and my father had taken me to
a shoot, to watch - he’d gone to meet his friends, and he said,
‘You sit here, I’ll just meet my friends and come’, and I was
sitting in the studio I and thought that this is the place that
seems most comfortable to me, more than a school, more than
a playground, or more than a cousin’s house, or anywhere in
the world.”
He adds, “I thought this was the most beautiful place in
the whole world, and I was watching a cabaret being shot and
they kept doing it again and again and again. But what actually
I remember most of that evening is when my father told me,
‘Sit here and don’t move, and don’t go anywhere’. Today when
I look back at it. and when I realise that 25 years I have been
there, for that matter, the whole life after that I have been
dreaming to be here, and I’m glad I’m stuck here and doing
what I have to do.”
Reminiscing his fond memories of being in the theatre,
which used to screen films through projectors, he adds, “I still,
as a child, remember going to a theatre and watching those
projectors used to have a beam of light that falls on the screen,
across with my, my mind would never be there. My mind
would be here and ghost particles float into it and say, okay,
one day, my story will float.”
Elated to have fulfilled his childhood dream, and making
a global mark with his cinema, Bhansali is looking forward to
making more incredible stories for everyone.
“All these things I have made: I think nine films I have
made and making the tenth one, it’s been 25 years, and 25
more to go,” he says.
Bhansali has two much-anticipated releases that include
the theatrical release of Gangubai Kathiawadi, starring actress
Alia Bhatt, and the ambitious project on the courtesans preindependence, titled Heeramandi for Netflix.
Netflix has recently announced Heeramandi as their
spotlight show from India in the global slate announcement.
Talking about this grand project, Bhansali says, “Heeramandi
was something that my friend Moin Baig got to me 14 years
ago. And then finally, when we presented it to Netflix and they
loved it. They thought it had a great potential to make a megaseries.”
He also notes, “It’s very ambitious. It’s very big. It’s very vast.
You have the story of the courtesans pre-independence. They
kept music, and poetry and dance, and the art of living the
politics within the kothas, and how to emerge as the winner.”
The series includes an eclectic star cast, alongside a talented
team spearheading this exciting project.
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Gayle winds down stay in bio-bubble

C

hris Gayle left the Indian Premier League bubble last
week, reportedly for mental preparation before the upcoming T20 World Cup starts on October 17 in United
Arab Emirates and Oman. As ESPNcricinfo reported, the Punjab
Kings announced that Gayle exited the IPL bio-bubble “due to
bubble fatigue”.
On his decision to leave the bubble, Gayle said, “Over the
last few months I have been a part of the [Cricket West Indies]
bubble, [the Caribbean Premier
League] bubble, followed by the
IPL bubble. I wish to mentally
recharge and refresh myself.”
He added, “I want to refocus
on helping the West Indies in
the T20 World Cup, and would
like to take a break in Dubai. My
thanks to the Punjab Kings for
giving me the time off. My wishes and hopes are with the squad
always. All the very best for the
games coming up.”
Chris Gayle
So far for this year, Gayle has
played 37 T20 matches in appearances for West Indies, St Kitts
and Nevis Patriots, Quetta Gladiators, and Kings.
His pick for the 15-man West Indies squad for the T20 World
Cup raised questions about the process used by Cricket West
Indies’ selectors, which CWI president Ricky Skerritt addressed
last month with a universal call for team support. Skerritt also
described the team as “a fit-for-purpose squad”.
Following announcement of the squad, Trinidad and Tobago Cricket Board president Azim Bassarath, and the Guyana
Cricket Board, questioned a few of the selections to the team.
Questions were raised about the selection of Gayle as a member
in the main squad, and the processes that were used to screen
out other players.
In response to the growing concerns raised by former crick-

eters and a few Caribbean leaders, the CWI called on West Indies cricket fans everywhere to throw their full support behind
the team, with Skerritt appealing to the Caribbean fan base and
other stakeholders to unite behind the squad.
Skerritt did not comment on the specifics in his response.
“The selectors have produced a fit-for-purpose squad, which
is a rich mixture of experienced leadership, proven match-winners and youthful talent,” he said.
Additionally, “For the first
time for years the selectors had
good options within a growing
pool of exciting West Indian
talent. But this is a major world
tournament, not a development tour. All the best teams
in the world will be setting out
to dethrone the West Indies as
defending champions.”
Skerrit said coping with the
Covid-19 bubble will be difficult for the players, whose
Ricky Skerritt
mental toughness will be tested
on and off the field.
“That is at least one good reason why they deserve our support. If you are a West Indian fan, then this is your team no matter which territory the players hail from,” he declared.
Also, “A successful World Cup journey requires that all of us
who love and support the game, and who have seriously studied the fortunes of West Indies cricket, come together and send
positive vibes to captain Kieron Pollard and the members of his
squad, no matter what.”
The squad is assembling in the UAE, and into a training camp
and warm-up matches against Pakistan and India. West Indies
are in Group 1, which includes England, South Africa, and Australia, along with two qualifiers from the first round. Their first
group game will be against England in Dubai on October 23.

Fitness critical for WI in World Cup says Toby

F

itness will play a critical role in the success of the West mands required from the players in the wake of medical exempIndies team in the upcoming ICC Twenty20 World Cup, tions granted to a few players. It was his view there was an imbalformer West Indies batting coach Toby Radford said last ance in the approach by Cricket West Indies in implementation
week. The tournament takes place in the United Arab Emirates of its fitness policy.
and Oman from October 17 to November
“You have to be seen to be fair across
14.
the board. Either everybody [meets a fitRadford added that the West Indies deness standard], or nobody does it. You
fending the title will come down to the fitcan’t choose who gets tested and who gets
ness of notable players in the 15-member
an exemption. It doesn’t seem to be a fair
squad, the Caribbean Media Corporation
system. I think it’s either all the players are
reported.
tested, and they all need to pass it, or they
“There is a fine line with having expedon’t. Otherwise, it makes a mockery of
rience, and this team has a lot of experithe test,” Radford said.
ence in [Dwayne] Bravo, [Kieron] PolHe added, “You’re leaving out players
lard, [Chris] Gayle, and [Ravi] Rampaul,”
who are on form and younger and fitter,
he said. At the time, Radford was a guest
generally, saying they haven’t passed the
on the Mason and Guest cricket talk show
test, and you are taking people ten years
broadcast on Barbados’ VOB 92.9 FM.
older who struggle to run between wickets
“These are guys that have been there
and the field.”
and won World Cups, but there is a fine
Following the CWI announcing the
line between having all that experience
15-member squad, its composition was
Toby Radford
and tactical awareness and how it will afheavily criticised after lead selector Roger
fect you, because you more probably will get injuries, probably Harper said some notable players were not considered since they
slower between the wickets, might be slower in the field,” Rad- had not met CWI’s fitness standard. However, other players were
ford said.
granted exemptions by CWI’s medical committee, did not unRadford also said he was concerned about the physical de- dergo fitness testing, and were chosen for the squad.

Clear sailing now as first woman takes MCC’s helm

E

ngland Women’s former Ashes-winning captain Clare next 12 months. I am really looking forward to being part of the
Connor took first strike at Lord’s as the first female Presi- MCC team.”
Connor made her England debut in 1995 at 19, and took over
dent of the Marylebone Cricket Club last month. Her
the captaincy in 2000. She led England at Lord’s
tenure at the wicket is a first in the cricket club’s
against Australia a year later. An all-rounder crickentire 234-year history, ESPNcricinfo reported.
eter, she bowls left-arm spin. She led England
Connor is also Director of Women’s Cricket at
women to their first Ashes triumph in 42 years,
the England Cricket Board. She was nominated
overseeing a 1-0 series win in 2005.
for the MCC role at the club’s AGM back in 2020.
She retired after that series, and in 2009 was
However, her start was delayed by a year due to
made an Honorary Life Member of MCC, a decade
Covid-19, with her predecessor Kumar Sangakafter the first female members were admitted into
kara put in a nightwatchman role on for a second
the club.
term.
Her career in administration has included the
Said Connor: “I am truly honoured to be MCC
introduction of central contracts for England
President, and would like to thank Kumar Sangakwomen’s players in 2014, and the first tranche of
kara for putting his faith in me to deliver this enordomestic contracts for female cricketers in 2020.
mously important role, for the good of the sport I
Clare Connor
England’s World Cup win, in front of a full house
have loved all my life.”
She added, “I will try to bring my range of experiences from at Lord’s in 2017, helped to elevate the profile of the women’s
the dressing room and the boardroom to support, influence, and game in the UK. She was also a central figure this summer in the
work alongside the club’s leadership and committees over the successful launch of the women’s Hundred tournament.
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Stafanie Taylor

WI outplayed minus Taylor

T

he unavailability of regular captain Stafanie Taylor was a
“big blow” after West Indies Women were outplayed in
the ODI series against South Africa Women, team coach
Courtney Walsh said last month.
Prior to the ODI series, the teams drew the three-match T20
series 1-1 after the first match was abandoned due to rain.
However, in the five-match ODI series that ended last month,
West Indies Women barely prevented a 5-0 sweep, with super
over needed in the final match that saw the series end with 4-1.
Taylor has been a leading player for the West Indies Women over the past decade, and was unavailable for the series. A
“family issue”, and Covid-19-related issues kept Taylor out of the
games, Walsh said.
He added, “That was the biggest misfortune for us losing her
as captain, (and) as a top player for both series.”
While Taylor tested negative for Covid-19, she could not play
due to contact tracing placing her at a site of infection.
Said Walsh: “[That] was the biggest blow – not having her involved as a player, her leadership style, and being a leader for the
team. I think a lot of players who look up to her missed her from
that respect or that regard… the good thing from that is that for
me, it gave others a chance for us to look at them, to see how
they will deal with the pressure, and how they will cope with it
so we could plan, going forward.”
Walsh said he knew the South Africa Women would have
tested the West Indies Women. “We always knew it was going
to be a challenging tour. South Africa have been playing really
decent cricket, so it gave us a good yardstick as to where we are
and what we really need to do.”
He also indicated that the batting needs improvement, with
the team struggling to post competitive totals.
In the three ODI matches in which West Indies Women batted first, the scores were 153, 120, and 157.
Rashada Williams stood out with the bat, scoring 157 runs in
three innings at an average of 78.50.
Said Walsh: “We have to produce… we are trying to juggle
the batting order, looking at people for different positions, and
looking at where they have to perform. [If] we not getting any
runs, we are not going to do well, so the ladies have to put their
hands up and bat.”

Talks on for Sri Lanka ODI tour

S

ri Lanka and Pakistan are now in talks for a series of three
ODIs. The games are vital preparation for the women’s
teams ahead of the Women’s ODI World Cup global qualifier that starts on November 21 in Zimbabwe, ESPNcricinfo reported last week. If it comes off, then the matches will be Sri
Lanka’s first in 18 months since the T20 World Cup in FebruaryMarch last year.
ESPNcricinfo also reported that the talks for the bilateral series appear to have happened as an eleventh-hour arrangement
following the England Cricket Board withdrawing both the men
and women’s teams from a tour of Pakistan in mid-October. The
ECB cited the “mental and physical well-being” among its players as a reason, with other concerns being about security.
According to the report, Harshitha Madavi will likely lead Sri
Lanka, with the team’s regular captain, Chamari Athapaththu,
unavailable due to a prior commitment with the Woman’s Big
Bash League. Athapaththu is now in Adelaide undergoing quarantine with the Perth Scorchers.
If the three “work in progress” ODIs are confirmed, then the
Sri Lanka women will fly to Pakistan on October 15 following a
seven-day self-isolation period. It was also indicated that a practice game is in the works.
Last month, newly-appointed women’s head coach Hashan
Tillakaratne said the focus is on keeping the team active despite
the 18-month break from international exposure.
“From October onwards we’re trying to play at least nine
games with the Under-17 side boys. We also finished a threeweek practice program in Dambulla,” he said.
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CWI, Pakistan talk security for December tour

C

ricket West Indies and the Pakistan
Cricket Board are working on security
arrangements ahead of the proposed
West Indies tour of Pakistan that takes place in
December. It is expected that West Indies will
play three ODIs and three T20 Internationals
in Pakistan.
The security talks became prominent following New Zealand pulling out of the ODIs
and T20Is tour of Pakistan moments before the
start of the first ODI in Rawalpindi last month.
New Zealand were slated to play three ODIs
and five T20Is against the Pakistanis. Security
concerns were cited as a reason for the pullout.
New Zealand’s action was later followed by
England, which decided to not send its men’s
and women’s teams to feature in limited-overs
matches against Pakistan. The English men
were set to play two T20 Internationals, while
the women were to play two T20s, and three
ODIs.
Last week, CWI CEO Johnny Grave said he
spoke with the Pakistan CEO Wasim Khan following New Zealand abandoning its tour, and
England deciding against sending its teams to
Pakistan. He added further calls were planned
to discuss the women’s and men’s tours scheduled for later this year.
Said Grave: “We’ll speak to our Independent
Security Consultants, ESI, who we used back
in 2018 when we went to Pakistan. We’ve had
an initial meeting with the [West Indies Players Association] too about it, and we’re going
to follow the same process that we have done

in the past.”
Grave also noted that at this stage of planning, CWI is committed to fulfilling its touring
obligations.
He noted: “We’ve got a pretty clear process
that we go through with independent security
experts, like we did in 2018. We will follow that
process, the board of directors, WIPA, as well
as the players themselves will review the plans
and our reports, including the independent security advice. Most of our women’s and men’s

players have played in Pakistan in the last few
years.”
Grave also noted the Pakistan tour was due
for an early December start, which gave the
CWI a “bit of time”.
He added, “We don’t have to make an imminent decision. We will just go through the process first, with the PCB and the security experts.
We’ll have a meeting with the players to answer
any questions, and give them all the information. We’re just at the start of that process now.”
Other international commitments will see a
packed schedule for the West Indies in 2022.
In January, Ireland will play three ODIs and
three T20Is in the Caribbean, while England
will visit for five T20Is. The West Indies will
head to India in February for three ODIs and
the T20Is, and then return home to host England in three Test matches.
The Indian Premier League is scheduled for
April and May, following which the West Indies
are set to visit the Netherlands for three ODIs
in June. Bangladesh will visit the Caribbean
in June and July for two Tests, three ODIs and
three Tests, then India will arrive for three ODIs
and three T20Is.
Grave said he was hopeful that New Zealand can undertake their tour to the Caribbean
in August after it was cancelled in 2020 due to
Covid-19. The Caribbean Premier League is set
for August and September, followed by the ICC
T20 World Cup in Australia in October and
November, and a two-Test series against hosts
Australia.

Imran Khan
was head of communications for the AFC.
He continued to post updates on his declining health on Facebook during hospitalisation,
writing on September 25, three days before he
died, “By the grace and strength of God I am
still fighting this, but it is getting lonely. I need
more help and support. Please help me fight
more. I can’t do this alone. Thank you.”
In his last post on September 26, Khan

wrote, “Thank you for all your love, prayers,
messages of encouragement, and support. I am
overwhelmed beyond explanation, and I am in
excellent spirits. Difficult to respond individually to everyone; but in time I will. Please be assured that I am fighting, and there is no giving
up. One love!”
Following Khan’s passing, Trinidad and Tobago Cricket Board president, Azim Bassarath,
said: “He was very knowledgeable in whatever
he was doing with respect to his job, and he
shared whatever information that he had to
make other persons’ job easier and simpler. He
shared information, and advised young journalists around him.”
Former West Indies Cricket Board director Baldath Mahabir said, “While he was there
he was an excellent resource. He worked well
with the Board. I think this is a big loss …very
diligent fellow, very professional in what he did,
and very committed to West Indies cricket.”
Former West Indies manager Omar Khan
said Khan was “hardworking”, and that he “gave
150 percent”.
A tweet from CWI commercial director
Dominic Warne noted, “Very sad news… tragic
news given his age, huge communications experience, and respect around the region and in
cricket.”

Moeen Ali
too much sometimes, and I feel like I’ve done
enough of it. I’m happy and content with how
I’ve done.”
He added that Test cricket was “better than
any other format by far”; also, it was “more rewarding” when he was playing well. He is a left-

handed batter and an off-spinner.
In 2017, Moeen became the fifth-fastest
player in terms of matches played to acquire
2,000 runs and 100 wickets. That year he also
took a hat-trick against South Africa to seal a
series win at The Oval.
He was part of the 2015 Ashes winning side,
but struggled during the 2017-2018 series in
Australia, and took a break from cricket after
being dropped during the 2019 Ashes at home.
He was not recalled to the Test team until
the tour of Sri Lanka in January this year, but
missed the two Tests after contracting Covid-19, and spent 14 days in isolation.
He finally made his return in the second Test
in India in February to take eight wickets, then
travelling home as part of England’s rotation
policy before the final two Tests.
He played three of England’s four home
Tests against India this summer.

Johnny Grave

Regional cricketers mourn Khan’s loss to Covid-19

W

est Indies batsman Brian Lara last
week paid tribute to former West
Indies Cricket Board manager of
marketing and communications Imran Khan,
who died in Guyana on September 28 following complications with Covid-19.
Posting his condolences on Twitter, Lara
said, “It’s a very sad day. I just learnt of the
passing of my good friend Imran to Covid-19.”
According to reports out of Guyana, Khan was
unvaccinated against Covid-19; he was 43 years
old.
Lara said he and Khan shared a good relationship; “I enjoyed working with him whilst
I led the Windies cricket team. He was one of
the best I’ve ever known. My condolences to his
family, friends, and colleagues. May he rest in
peace.”
Following his passing, the sporting fraternity recalled Khan as a professional who was
committed to West Indies cricket. He was hired
by the regional board in 2010 after serving regional cricket in various capacities.
He later left West Indies cricket for politics
in Guyana, where he served as director of information in the APNU+AFC coalition government. APNU+AFC lost power in the 2020 general elections following defeat at the polls, and
after a failed attempt to rig the results. Khan

Moeen Ali announces retirement from Test cricket

E

ngland all-rounder Moeen Ali announced his retirement from Test cricket last month. However, he has indicated
he will continue to play in limited-overs international games.
His figures reveal a score of 2,914 runs,
with 195 wickets in 64 Tests, making his debut
against Sri Lanka in 2014. He won the 50-over
World Cup in 2019, and is in England's preliminary squad for this year’s T20 World Cup.
He hit five centuries and took five five-wicket hauls in Tests, finishing with a batting average of 28.29, and a bowling average of 36.66.
Only 15 bowlers have taken more Test wickets for England. Moeen is ranked third among
English spinners, behind Derek Underwood
(297), and Graeme Swann (255).
Said Moeen: “I want to play for as long as
I can, and I just want to enjoy my cricket. I’ve
enjoyed Test cricket, but that intensity can be
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International
Cricket Schedule
(All times local)
Thursday October 07, 2021
UAE Summer T20 Bash 2021, United
Arab Emirates vs Ireland, 2nd T20I, ICC
Academy Ground, Dubai 11:00 PM; 05:00
AM GMT / 09:00 AM. Sri Lanka tour of
Oman, 2021 Oman vs Sri Lanka, 1st T20I,
Al Amerat Cricket Ground (Ministry Turf
1), Al Amerat; 8:00 AM 02:00 PM GMT /
06:00 PM.
Friday October 08, 2021
UAE Summer T20 Bash 2021, United
Arab Emirates vs Ireland, 3rd T20I, ICC
Academy Ground, Dubai11:00 PM; 05:00
AM GMT / 09:00 AM. Papua New Guinea vs Scotland, 4th T20I, ICC Academy
Ground, Dubai; 3:30 AM 09:30 AM GMT
/ 01:30 PM.
Saturday October 09, 2021
UAE Summer T20 Bash 2021, Scotland vs
Namibia, 5th T20I, ICC Academy Ground,
Dubai; 11:00 PM 05:00 AM GMT / 09:00
AM. Sri Lanka tour of Oman, 2021, Oman
vs Sri Lanka, 2nd T20I, Al Amerat Cricket
Ground (Ministry Turf 1), Al Amerat; 8:00
AM 02:00 PM GMT / 06:00 PM.
Sunday October 10, 2021
UAE Summer T20 Bash 2021 United Arab
Emirates vs Ireland, 6th T20I, ICC Academy Ground, Dubai; 11:00 PM 05:00 AM
GMT / 09:00 AM. Namibia vs Papua New
Guinea, 7th T20I, ICC Academy Ground,
Dubai; 3:30 AM 09:30 AM GMT / 01:30
PM.
Sunday October 17, 2021
ICC Men’s T20 World Cup 2021, Oman
vs Papua New Guinea, 1st Match, Group
B, Al Amerat Cricket Ground (Ministry
Turf 1), Al Amerat; 4:00 AM 10:00 AM
GMT / 02:00 PM. Bangladesh vs Scotland,
2nd Match, Group B, Al Amerat Cricket
Ground (Ministry Turf 1), Al Amerat; 8:00
AM 02:00 PM GMT / 06:00 PM.
Monday October 18, 2021
ICC Men’s T20 World Cup 2021 Ireland vs
Netherlands, 3rd Match, Group A, Sheikh
Zayed Stadium, Abu Dhabi; 4:00 AM
10:00 AM GMT / 02:00 PM. Sri Lanka vs
Namibia, 4th Match, Group A, Sheikh Zayed Stadium, Abu Dhabi; 8:00 AM 02:00
PM GMT / 06:00 PM.
Tuesday October 19 2021
ICC Men’s T20 World Cup 2021 Scotland
vs Papua New Guinea, 5th Match, Group
B, Al Amerat Cricket Ground (Ministry
Turf 1), Al Amerat; 4:00 AM 10:00 AM
GMT / 02:00 PM. Oman vs Bangladesh,
6th Match, Group B, Al Amerat Cricket
Ground (Ministry Turf 1), Al Amerat; 8:00
AM 02:00 PM GMT / 06:00 PM.
Wednesday October 20, 2021
ICC Men’s T20 World Cup 2021 Namibia vs Netherlands, 7th Match, Group A,
Sheikh Zayed Stadium, Abu Dhabi; 4:00
AM 10:00 AM GMT / 02:00 PM. Sri Lanka vs Ireland, 8th Match, Group A, Sheikh
Zayed Stadium, Abu Dhabi; 8:00 AM
02:00 PM GMT / 06:00 PM.
Thursday October 21, 2021
ICC Men’s T20 World Cup 2021, Bangladesh vs Papua New Guinea, 9th Match,
Group B, Al Amerat Cricket Ground
(Ministry Turf 1), Al Amerat, 4:00 AM
10:00 AM GMT / 02:00 PM. Oman vs
Scotland, 10th Match, Group B Al Amerat
Cricket Ground (Ministry Turf 1), Al Amerat; 8:00 AM 02:00 PM GMT / 06:00 PM.
Friday October 22, 2021
ICC Men’s T20 World Cup 2021 Namibia
vs Ireland, 11th Match, Group A, Sharjah
Cricket Stadium, Sharjah; 4:00 AM 10:00
AM GMT / 02:00 PM.
Sri Lanka vs Netherlands, 12th Match,
Group A, Sharjah Cricket Stadium, Sharjah; start time 8:00 AM 02:00 PM GMT /
06:00 PM.
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Abdool Saif Saheed
Sales Representative
647-894-0764

Brampton

SO

LD

For Sale
$1,999,000

Abdool Saheed
Broker of Record/Owner
416-731-7527

A must see!! 4 bedrooms
detached move-in ready
situated on a prime
location of Vaughan/
Brampton border line.
Lots of upgrades in
this bright, extremely
well-kept open concept
family home. Extended
kitchen with large
pantry, cabinets, and
quartz countertop. New
stainless steel appliances,
pot lights throughout,
laundry upstairs, finished
basement with wet bar.
Aggregate concrete
landscaping. Extended
driveway with oversize
deck, and deep backyard
for entertaining.

Caledon

For Sale!!! $1,699,900

Location! Location! Location! Corner unit 4 bdrm + 1 (sep.
basement apt!!!). Main floor layout features: office/den,
separate formal dining + sep. living area. Kitchen boasts
plenty of counter space (granite countertops) with a large
island featuring an under-mounted sink. Hardwood floors
throughout! 2nd flr layout features 4 lrge bdrms (including
master bdrm) with 1 semi ensuite bath+1 private ensuite for
guests. Master bedroom features His & Hers walk-in closets
+ large master 5pc ensuite with His & Hers Sinks.

Brampton

Etobicoke
SOLD
$110,000
OVER
ASKING
PRICE!!!

Listed
3-year new executive 2 storey
$799K
for:
freehold townhouse in highly
sought after neighbourhood in
Brampton. No carpet thruout.
Open concept layout with w/o to
backyard. Finished basement with
potential for in-law suite. Close
to major hwys and all amenities
including grocery shopping plazas,
SOLD OVER ASKING!
places of worship.

Emerald City Condominiums
North York, ON

Shawn Ambedkar
Broker

Ralford Chatrie
Sales Representative
416-806-1803

Starting
From Mid- $300K

437-235-7599

Vincent Condominiums In Vaughan
Take living to the next
level with Vincent Condos!
They have astonishing
entertainment for
everyone in the family, and
everything to fit your needs.
Vincent is focused around
the Vaughan Metropolitan
Center. Vaughan topped the
905 market with the highest
number of new condo sales
during the first quarter of
2021.
Starting
From Mid -

$400K
Toronto For Sale $499,000

Location!
Location!
Location!
Move-in ready.
Very well
maintained 2
storey 3 bedroom
townhome. Great
for first time
home buyers/investors. Fully fenced yard with lots
of storage space. Close to all amenities: shopping
malls, grocery stores & libraries. Steps to TTC and
close to 400/401/407 and more...

SOLD FOR $160K
OVER ASKING!

$949,000

Omnis Insurance

& Investment Solutions Inc.

FOR ALL YOUR
INSURANCE NEEDS
• LIFE • MORTGAGE
• DISABILITY
• TRAVEL • VISITOR
• CRITICAL ILLNESS
• SUPER VISA
• RESP & RRSP
• INVESTMENT

If you fail to plan, then
you’re planning to fail.

Abdool Saheed
Financial Advisor

Cell: 416-731-7527

Emerald City 1 is a luxury condominium that defines this new
community at the corner of Sheppard and Don Mills; a particular North York location that is becoming one of the city's most
sought-after places to live.

A Beautiful Open Concept Renovation - 3 bedroom, 4
washrooms, Detached Home in York. Huge Backyard.
Conveniently Located Within Walking Distance To
amenities and schools. Extremely Close Proximity to
Public Transit! A Great Place to Call Home.

The Mill Landing Condos Georgetown, ON

Starting
From

$700K

Victory Green Markham, ON
Victory Green is a new townhouse & single-family home development by Remington Homes. Currently in preconstruction at
Middlefield Road & 14th Ave, Markham. Sales for available unit’s
range in price: $1,300,990 to over $1,500,990. Victory Green has
a total of 39 units. Sizes range from 1,781-2,900 square feet.
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Starting
From

$400K

An idyllic location, that boasts a quaint village environment
with vibrant urban conveniences. Come home to an elevated community featuring a modern boutique building that
invites exclusive condominium suites & luxurious amenities
that complement your life with abundance and ease.
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ACCOUNTING
& FINANCIAL
SERVICES INC.

647-852-7243
MORTGAGE

1st, 2nd, & Refinance

PROPOSAL/
BANKRUPTCY

Make One Small Monthly
Payment For All Your Debts

INCOME TAX SERVICES
Personal • Business
Business Registration
HST • Payroll • WSIB

Abdool Saheed
C: 416-731-7527

Jason Saheed
C: 647-293-8397

